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Editorial
Djibril al-Ayad

There has never been a greater need for rebellion, for
resistance, for a reminder that there is hope for a better
future—and that we have to fight for it.
Our small contribution to this resistance is to publish
a bevy of speculative stories and poems—be they eco
SF, military SF, mundane SF, horror or magical
fabulism, literary or pulp—that give us a taste of this
resistance. Whether they remind us of the importance of
small rebellions, of the unexpected resilience and even
sensuality of wild nature, or of the superpower that is
even surviving in a world that sometimes doesn’t seem
to want you to, these stories all refuse to go quietly.
Like all rebels, they play with the blurred line
between appearance and reality. Sometimes rebellion is
about filling in for others, overtly or otherwise; or it’s
about the long game, the ability to tolerate setbacks in
the name of eventual victory; it is about the sometimes
impossible, sometimes unnoticed choice whether to be a
3

victim or a fighter. Revolution requires resilience,
sometimes multigenerational.
I’m not going to claim any relationship between this
issue and current affairs—in fact that’s something we
generally avoid—the most important thing in our fiction
is that it feeds the soul of the reader, nourishes us,
reminds us to keep dreaming. So please dig in and enjoy
the fabulous stories and poems by Benjanun, Danielle,
Davian, Eleanor, Fiona, Gerri, Hester, Jennifer and
Rhianwen, and the lovely artwork from Carmen, Cécile,
Fiona, Fluffgar, Gwen, Pear, Rachel, Toeken and
Valeria.
Next time we see you, the dread 2020 will be over.
Let’s hope that’s a good thing…
Djibril al-Ayad, October 2020
Comment on the stories in this issue on the TFF blog:
http://press.futurefire.net/2020/10/new-issue202055.html
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We Will Become as Monsters
Benjanun Sriduangkaew

Illustration © 2020, Pear Nuallak.

The shadows are bleeding long and jaundiced by the
time I come to the dying woman: the breadth of her
nestles between gnarled appendages that grow like
nematodes from the labyrinth’s outcrops. She has been
pierced in many places, shards of glass in her sides,
jagged needles of steel through her calves. Blood has
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congealed beneath her, wet on the black of her armor.
By all rights she should be dead, drained of fluids by
those appendages, but she went down fighting—the
labyrinth’s extremities lie withered about her, charred
and dry.
I approach, slow. There are good weapons on her,
and where this woman is going she won’t be needing
them.
A stench of necrosis lingers. Somehow she is still
breathing—only just. By the look of her she is a soldier,
part of a troop that has come to breach the maze. There
is always one army or another making an attempt. Why,
I can’t begin to guess: this monster garden extends
without end in every direction, overwhelming the sight.
A mound of grotesquerie, its putrid breath blackening
the ground and gloaming the air. I’ve never been able to
determine if it is a single great beast or a nest of them
together, but such is not my business or expertise. The
labyrinth’s edges are a treasure trove for the enterprising
woman, courtesy of the various armies that have come,
laid siege, and failed over the years.
Like this.
Breath moves through her still, alimentary whispers,
and her heart must continue to pump, crawling toward
its finale. I nudge the maze’s appendages with my foot,
and with some labor extract the dying soldier from its
grip, dragging her far enough that I won’t be in reach
should the labyrinth stir and lash out. She’s heavy, this
soldier, not just her armor but the density of her; she is
like stone hewn to human form. In life she must have
been imposing. In near-death she is let down by her
mortality, like anyone else. I leave her helm on, a mask
of metal painted the same obsidian as the rest of her
6
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armor. I’m here for her belongings, not her dignity. It
would not fetch much, in any case.
I loosen her belt. There is no currency on her—
unsurprising, given her profession and where she is—
but there are weapons, a sword still clenched in hand, a
knife or two. A metal case hangs by her hip, lightly
dented. When I pry it open, I find it full of gemstones:
large pieces, nearly half my palm, and all kinds.
Bismuth, turquoise, aventurine. Each feels heavier than
it should, the weight of sorcery. What they actually do
I’ll leave to an appraiser; with luck they will be worth
some coin. There’s no insignia on this soldier that I can
recognize, but militaries of all stripes and allegiances
travel here, from very close to very far. Her forces are
not nearby, or at least not camped on this side of the
outskirts. Good enough. I take the case of gems and the
blades.
The soldier’s hand shoots out, seizing mine. It must
be death-strength, the body’s last effort: her grip is
bruising, tests the bend and flex of my fingers. The
helmed head twitches toward me—she might have been
close to consciousness, has just now surfaced from the
last fever-dream she will ever have. Dreams of
conquest, dreams of battle. I do not know what churns
inside the heads of those like her.
“Take my gauntlet,” she rasps. “If you’ll rob me,
take that with you.”
Alert the entire time. “Why that in particular?”
“By the look of you, you’re a woman of little
fortune. Put on my gauntlet and I promise you wealth,
power, and beautiful concubines. How about it? Will
you not chance the thought?”
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How can she talk, I wonder; is it sheer will—such
people as this defy death’s approach. “Why would you
offer this to a complete stranger?”
“You’ve passed by and I see no other. Take the
gauntlet.”
The piece of armor cannot be that valuable. What she
claims is something else. “How powerful? How
wealthy? What demon’s bargain is this?”
A dry rattle resounds from within the helm, the
sound of distant avalanches. She is laughing—most
likely. “Mightier and wealthier than you have ever
dreamed of. I’m no demon: like you I’m merely a
woman. Yes or no? Quickly, before I expire at last.”
Another minute before I say, “Yes. Left or right?
Will you need a death rite?”
“Either. I will need none.”
The gauntlet comes off with surprising ease, parting
from the thick fabric she wears underneath. From what I
can tell her arm is uninjured. She must have hung onto
this particular final wish with all her remaining might,
for once I’ve loosened the gauntlet she draws air in a
shuddering gasp and falls still. Her grip slackens. I
check her pulse. Gone. However powerful in life,
however impressive, in the end the maze makes mortal
meat of them all.
Near the maze, nothing grows. No one makes their
home here, and it is a full day’s walk before I see any
hint of human habitation. What settlement exists at all
does so to supply the passing army, and to commodify
the goods that emerge from it. The labyrinth breeds
unique chimerae whose meat, it is said, is prized in
8
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glittering cities—rare delicacies that, prepared right,
allegedly preserve and extend youth. Its trees seep sap
that hardens into amber with the luster and colors of fire
opals. On and on it goes, the list of stunning luxuries
and gorgeous impossibilities.
I show the gate-guards my pass. They examine it
through their sunray mask, the spokes of which are
meant to represent the tenets of some divinity, not that
the settlement can be called religious. They let me
through.
Tumirah Outpost is transient—it is newly
established, less than five years old—but nothing about
it looks ramshackle, and the militia that guards it is
better fortified than many cities’. There’s no telling
what passing army might decide to ransack Tumirah
rather than pay for its niceties, the accommodation and
food and supplies. I pay a visit to my friend the
blacksmith and hand her the weapons to appraise—Odru
is more honest than most. She whistles when she
unsheathes the long blade, turning its dark serrated
length in the light. “Very good,” she says, “I couldn’t
make better—actually I’m envious. This is probably
ensorcelled; there’s this odd groove here in the guard.
Incredible steel; breathtaking craftsmanship.”
“What about this?”
Odru puts on gloves before handling the gauntlet.
“Potent,” she says, after a long appraisal. “More than
that I can’t tell. You’d need to hire a proper practitioner.
And they’re all hired out at the moment—you’ve heard
of Warlord Mardat Ashurri?”
“The who?” I say, lightly, though of course I’ve
heard of her. The woman who cleaves mountains, the
blade that sunders empires. The Garuda Legion has a
9
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less flattering nickname, the Abattoir Army, though that
is never uttered to its officers’ faces. “Can I rent one of
your rooms again? The same rate as usual?”
“The same.” She waves her hand. “I should charge
you extra; everything in Tumirah’s getting more
expensive, but you bring me interesting things to look
at. Pantry and bathroom are stocked—help yourself.”
She must be doing brisk business: there are new
furnishings in her quarters above the shop, enameled
vases and batik wall-scrolls, and in the room she rents
out there is a silk gown carelessly thrown over a chair.
That might belong to one of her lovers; even in a place
as small as Tumirah Outpost, she has several. Some
itinerant, some not. I’ve long admired the blacksmith’s
strength that expresses in the lines of her arms, the
sheened muscles of her stomach, but I have never
worked up the courage. Ours is an odd sort of
friendship, and I don’t want to test its elasticity.
I avail myself of her bath, then the bowl of jasmine
water Odru leaves for her guests, fragrant and cold as it
goes down my throat. She has the fine manners of
someone bred to a life much more genteel than the forge
and the anvil, but she’s never brought it up and I’ve
never pressed. I leave the rest of my haul by the bed. An
old habit from when I need to sleep rough and what I
scavenge is vulnerable to thieves.
The day has been long, and I’ve spent most of it on
my feet. The mattress here is firm and the sheets clean,
scented faintly with soap. Sleep comes easily,
dreamless.
I wake to agony.
Pain crushes me in its grip: every one of my nerveendings is immolated, every muscle burns. I clutch the
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bedframe, my breath escaping through my teeth in small
hisses. Another wave wracks through me and all thought
extinguishes. I might have screamed or might have been
beyond it.
By the time it ends, I’m on the floor, boards and rugs
cool against my skin. I sip at the air, experimental. Dull
aches in my back, hips, legs; a sharper twinge in my
temples. But the attack has receded. Little by little I get
up, my bones creaking. Something is different—my left
arm is heavy and, looking down, I discover the gauntlet.
The metal of it is icy against my fingers, my bare wrist.
There is no possibility I put it on in my sleep. That has
never been one of my ailments.
When I took the piece from that soldier, it felt much
larger; it would never have stayed put on my arm, being
too loose a fit. Now it is as snug as a tailored glove.
Another discovery: my clothes no longer go on. My
jacket is far too narrow around the shoulders and the
chest. My trousers are unmanageable altogether, too
short at the legs and impossible at the hip and waist.
Terror rises like a slow tide. I know—or think I do—
what I will see, but as in a nightmare I turn to the tall
mirror in the room’s corner.
What looks back is someone else.
A woman who must be more than two meters tall,
built like a tree trunk: Odru is broad but she would look
slight and tender next to this physique of hard planes
and coiled might. Complexion close to my own but
finer-grained, like spun agates. The face is older, early
forties perhaps, with dagger cheekbones and a scimitar
jawline. Handsome, absurdly so. Almost certainly the
face of the corpse I robbed. I tug at the gauntlet, but I
may as well be tugging on metal welded to skin.
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“Fuck,” I say, to no result. So this is what the dying
soldier meant: wealth, power, concubines. At the cost of
wearing another’s skin—hers.
I raid the guest wardrobe, producing trousers and a
shirt that would have been shapelessly baggy on me, but
which just about fit now, albeit tight across the breasts
and shoulders. Distantly I wonder if the corpse has
taken on my form, an equal exchange. Probably not.
Odru would know who to consult, which alchemist
or witch to hire to unravel this curse. But when I come
down she’s nowhere to be found, and I remember her
mentioning that she would be out today, to negotiate
with a new client staying at an upscale teahouse. That
place is across the town. A stray, mad thought strikes
me, of amputating my left arm. I take a deep breath.
Someone bangs on the door. “Open, in the name of
the Garuda Legion!”
There is no point sacrificing Odru’s perfectly fine
door to my foolishness. I hurry to unlock it. Outside
stand two people who could not be more unalike: a
petite androgyne who looks like a noble who’s come out
here for a taste of exotic excitement, all sable coat and
lynx fur. The other is a whip-like woman in dark armor,
her mouth thin and severe, her eyelids tinted like forest
shade dappled in sunset. Very tall and very trim, as
though she has been created by a god with a zeal for
economy. Though shorter than I am—shorter than the
dead soldier.
Both of them take one look at me, exchange glances.
Then the tall woman says, “You’re coming with us.”
“I can explain—”
It is the wrong thing to say. The woman kicks my
legs out from under me. A knife, shaped like a shark’s
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tooth, has appeared in her hand and its tip is poised to
enter my jugular as she straddles me. “Who the fuck are
you and why have you assumed my lord’s form? Where
is she, you insect?”
There is something about a knifepoint at the throat
that brings total clarity. My sight narrows down to it, the
glint of metal. “I found her at the edge of the labyrinth.
She was dying. She asked me to take her gauntlet.” I try
to talk without letting my throat move, which is
impossible. Each syllable I make seems to bring me
closer to the point where steel breaks skin and arterial
venting begins. “The next thing I know, I’m wearing
this and I—I turned into a stranger.”
“Did you now.” Without lifting her knife, she pulls
on the piece of armor while I lie still and try not to
provoke her, and has no better success than I did.
“You’re saying Warlord Mardat Ashurri is dead and you
just happened to—did she ask you to take her weapons
too?”
Meaning the sack of belongings that have rolled
open on the ground. I open my mouth to speak, to
protest and beg for mercy. What comes out instead is,
“Zuruva, first of my wives, stay your wrath. I am here.”
When the warlord speaks through me, her accent is
rich, as though laced with liquor: it becomes evident
that I could never have fooled either Zuruva or Nayuree,
two of Mardat’s great council of consorts—she has six
to ten, depending on the season, evidence of a supreme
appetite. Some are officers in the Legion, others are not,
and not all of them travel with her. Nayuree is a scryer
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and officially holds no rank; Zuruva is the warlord’s
second in command.
The warlord, who explains this to Zuruva and
Nayuree, as I listen on dumbstruck. She has no control
of anything else save my voice and the gauntleted hand,
but her speech does emerge from my throat. Her throat.
“I can be awake for only so long in a day, and when I’m
dormant I won’t be able to hear or see the world at all,”
Mardat says, through my mouth. “The gauntlet
preserves my soul by a thread, and until we gain the
labyrinth’s heart I am at risk of true death. I’ll give
marching orders as much as I can, but for the moment
you’ll require this woman—” The gauntleted hand
points inward, at me. “As figurehead. Morale’s not
going to survive news of my demise. And incidentally,
my greedy friend, no matter what you do the gauntlet
will not come off.”
It is the first time I’ve been judged by my own
mouth, and found wanting besides. “You tricked me,” I
say, pointlessly.
“Of course I tricked you. What would you expect of
a dying woman?” The gauntlet pulsates against my
forearm. A cold metal heart, worn like a sleeve.
“Nevertheless it was not entirely a false promise.
Zuruva, Nayuree, let us continue this in our camp. She
will come with you, or you can cut off her arm and find
me a more willing vessel.”
The Garuda Legion has set up camp around the
governor’s mansion, pavilions budding across the
grounds like strange fruits: I can’t imagine what they
threatened or bribed the governor with, xe usually being
so fierce on Tumirah’s independence and neutrality.
Soldiers give obeisance as we pass through, saluting,
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kneeling, or throwing themselves prone on the ground
according to their station. From my height—and it is a
considerable height—it feels heady, even though I know
either of the consorts might kill me any moment. To
have so much power, to wield it with ease over some
two hundred troops. Apparently this is merely a single
division of the greater Legion. Mardat Ashurri
nominally serves an emprex to the east, but in practical
terms she does what she wants. Including cheating
death.
Nayuree leads the way to the largest pavilion. Ey
shuts the flaps and ignites a lamp with a snap of eir
fingers. It is spacious, the walls lined in scrolls: batik,
mulberry paper, bleached leather. A desk, a chair, both
of blackwood lacquered to a sheen. The bed takes up
nearly a third of this space, wide enough to
accommodate three, its thick mattress draped in taupe
sheets.
“Paper and ink,” Mardat commands, and Zuruva
supplies.
The warlord turns her attention to writing down
instructions for her spouses. It’s a strange, unnatural
experience to see my own arm moving on its own,
detached from my volition. I’m not left-handed, but that
evidently presents no difficulty, as if even the muscle
memory of this body belongs to Mardat. Zuruva is no
longer holding a knife to my throat, though I have the
clear impression she will not hesitate to injure me, as
long as she can confirm the pain will not transmit to
Mardat. Nayuree, on eir part, bends close to Mardat’s
handwriting and speech alike. Ey transcribes what
Mardat is not writing down.
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This awkward dialogue goes on for what feels like
hours before the warlord says she needs to retreat. The
gauntlet goes still; Nayuree catches the pen before it can
roll over. For a minute, silence. Both the warlord’s
consorts turn as one to stare at me, trying to reconcile
the face they know with the mind they don’t. On my
part I’m calculating, putting survival on one side of the
equation, the actions I must take or bear on the other.
“I’m not,” Nayuree says, imperious, “calling this
woman my lord. So what is your name, carrion feeder?”
“Sayida,” I say without thinking, and curse myself
immediately. Not that there is much they can do with
my name and I have no kin that I know of. A cold
blessing, orphanages. “The warlord mentioned the
labyrinth’s heart—if she obtains that, she’d be restored?
You could let me go then.”
The two consorts exchange a look. Zuruva makes a
small dismissive gesture. “Most likely. Until then we’ll
feed and clothe you, but you’re not to speak to the
troops without one of us present. And your
comportment is terrible. We must make you fit for the
part.”
“Are you,” I say very carefully, “planning to kill me
at any point?”
“No,” says Zuruva.
“Not yet,” says Nayuree, almost simultaneously.
They help me into the warlord’s armor, which isn’t
as heavy as it looks, though the helm sits uncomfortably
on me: from the outside it looks seamless, a blank,
faceless mask whose smoothness makes little
accommodation for human features. After Zuruva’s
coaching, I can recite a few phrases in an approximation
of Mardat’s accent. The helm masks the disparity.
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Zuruva does note, grudgingly, that I learn fast then asks
how many languages I speak. When I admit to five
spoken and four written, she looks startled, as though
she was expecting me to say I’m illiterate. Nayuree
writes me a script. Both of them make me rehearse the
commands for decamping and relocating to the maze’s
edges.
Despite everything—the mask helps—I manage the
performance without event. There’s something of the
stage to it, though with much higher stakes than
displeased audiences and poor reviews.
Once the night grows late, Zuruva herds me back to
the pavilion; she and Nayuree have come to an
agreement that I’m not allowed to be alone, in case I
attempt egress. She ties the flaps shut and runs her hand
over them; the material seals, as seamless as ceramic.
“Don’t get any ideas,” she says. “You can’t cut through
the wall and while I’m here, don’t expect any of this to
unseal. Now strip.”
I stare at her. “What for, Lieutenant?”
“You’re getting the hang of her pronunciation.
You’re a natural mimic; interesting.” She tilts her head
at the filled basin in the pavilion’s center and begins to
disrobe herself. “Clean up, then rest. I want you
physically prepared. We march in seven hours.”
This is easier said than done: Zuruva is unselfconscious in nudity, and though I’ve been too
preoccupied—and fearful for my life—I haven’t failed
to register that she is elegantly made, in or out of her
armor. Clothed or unclothed. Sharp precise lines, as
though she’s been sculpted from marble; she is much
paler than I am and in this light she is luminous. I keep
my back turned to her as I wipe myself with the
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washcloth, but she makes an impatient noise and spins
me around. She stands on tiptoes and roughly scrubs my
stomach.
“Tell me,” she says as she works, “has it come to
your notice that you occupy a form that’s exceptionally
pleasing?”
“I—well, yes. The warlord is very…” I keep my
gaze on the washbasin and try to pretend a beautiful
woman isn’t lathering up my breasts with soap. Her
fingers are long and rough; desire makes a desert of my
mouth. “It does feel—peculiar…”
“Ah, peculiar, that’s one way of putting it. My lord is
not in there, at this moment?”
The gauntlet is inert. “I don’t think so.”
She dips the washcloth in the basin, wrings it over
me, and wipes me clean. “A shame. Come, let’s get into
bed.”
I do, dressed. She follows, crawling under the thick
furs with me, still nude. Her arms come around me and
her body curves around mine, bare breasts against my
clothed back. I shut my eyes and try to ignore Zuruva’s
skin, the faint hint of osmanthus she wears. She is very
warm. We have only just met and she held me at
knifepoint. But I do not always think with my cerebral
parts.
Zuruva is slowly kneading my breast, cupping it,
playing with its tip. I consider pretending to be asleep
but that is impossible when she’s nipping at my ear. I
locate enough coherence to say, “I’m not Mardat.”
“But you have her shape, and what a stunning shape
it is, I can tell no difference. The sheer breadth of her—
the potency, the strength. I’ve courted many beauties in
my time, but none compare to her. None ignites me as
18
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she does.” Her hand strokes down my hip. “So tell me,
now that you’re in this body, would you like to put it to
novel use? See how it feels, to not only have the
peerless form of Mardat Ashurri but to enjoy the favors
of her wife?”
Wealth, power, concubines, Mardat promised.
Absurd, and yet here it is. It has been a while since I lay
with anyone, let alone a woman like Zuruva. “Yes. If it
pleases you, Lieutenant.”
She gives a small, throaty laugh. “On your back.”
I obey. She pushes my arms over my head and ties
my wrists with a scarf, pulling it into a tight, secure
knot. Then she draws back, her muscled legs straddling
my waist. “What,” she says, licking across my
collarbone, “will you let me do to you?”
“Nothing that bleeds—” I gasp: she’s fastened her
mouth to my nipple, and perhaps it is a residue of the
sorcerous agony that transformed my shape into
Mardat’s. My skin is alight and tender, nerve-endings
rousing quick to Zuruva’s touch.
Her ministrations are firm and expert, and she takes
to my body as though it is her favorite dessert: hers is a
mouth which devours, and her hunger leaves marks. I
shudder and make little sounds as her teeth graze and
press—there will be bruises. But, as I have asked, no
blood. Yet in that moment I might have let her do
anything. By the time she draws something from a
compartment in the bed I am feverish, and when she
clinches it to her waist, my breath catches. She leans
down to take my mouth as her knee parts mine, the hard
length of what she wears nudging me, about to take me
in quite a different way.
“Yes?” she murmurs.
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“Yes.” It comes out hoarse and I think, is this what
she does with the warlord, is Mardat the one who lies
bound and open. The question dissipates when Zuruva
guides the prosthetic inside me with smooth ease. It is
cool, angled just right—I rise to meet it, to meet her.
Our noises mingle; the bed creaks.
Morning sees me sore, my skin imprinted by
Zuruva’s teeth. A few of them are visible when Nayuree
comes into the pavilion and ey raises eir eyebrow. “I’m
a woman of appetite,” Zuruva says with a shrug.
“Greedy,” ey retorts, though with no real venom.
I’m shown my mount, a metalwork chimera with the
long body of a horse and the face of an eagle. It neither
tires nor needs to be fed, and we make good time.
The maze comes into view. I have seen it, many
times, but never at the head of an army: that weighs
differently, the hoofbeats behind me, the harmonics of
steel like a talisman. The Legion has already made
progress, carved a path open with fire and metal. Where
they have scourged, the labyrinth does not grow back. A
straight line of dead appendages and burnt maze-skin.
We meet the rotation of sorcerers tasked with
burning the maze. They do it in shifts, timing and
pacing themselves so none would tire out and all would
keep up with the labyrinth’s efforts to renew and
regenerate. Soldiers keep watch, on alert for mazespawn: a tidy line of swords and crossbows, loaded and
ready. It is methodical, a well-oiled machine, and again
I wonder how Mardat met her fate. Why she was alone
when she fell prey to the labyrinth.
Whatever the case, Nayuree and Zuruva must both
know something, but neither will reveal it to me: deem
me, likely, beneath such disclosure. And they have
20
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shown little shock or grief at learning Mardat fell.
Maybe they have complete faith in the warlord’s ability
to restore herself, maybe something else.

Illustration © 2020, Pear Nuallak.

The sun rises and sets twice over the sorcerers
pressing forward and the soldiers sniping down
glittering swarms or scything down fleshy, succulent
homunculi. I thought I knew this grotesquerie,
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observing from the outside and scavenging what it’s
spat out, but witnessing it from within is something else
again. There is an endless variety, monsters with beast
and human parts, monsters whose components are
neither: the offspring of a maze’s febrile dreams.
On the third night, Nayuree bursts into our tent. “We
have a problem.”
We put on our arms and armor, Zuruva faster than
me, and make our way to the sorcerers’ perimeter. There
we find one of the hex-wives on the ground, impaled on
a javelin, and one of the shamans close by, weeping.
Zuruva wrings the story out of them: there was a fight,
and by the time they were discovered the shaman was
insisting that ey had driven eir javelin into a maze-beast.
To corroborate—or muddy—the fact, several soldiers
report that they saw two labyrinth spawn locked in
combat.
The hex-wife and shaman are replaced. The vigil
goes on, though they are not holding the line so firmly
now: Mardat’s apparent presence or not, morale has
dropped. Or perhaps I’m not sufficiently inspiring. “An
illusion?” I say in a low voice, once we’re out of the
troops’ earshot. “Does the maze do that?”
“The maze is a wily beast.” Nayuree frowns, peering
into the distance as though to discern its next trick. “We
don’t have enough sorcerers to stand double watch and
make a failsafe for this—we’re stretched thin as is.
Zuruva?”
The lieutenant crosses her arms. “We’re not turning
back. By my estimation if we make every sorcerer bend
their powers to the task, we should be able to penetrate
the labyrinth’s heart within the day.”
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There is a distinct flaw that even I, unused to the
logistics of hostile terrain, can immediately spot. “But
the way out?”
“By then our lord will be with us,” Zuruva says
placidly, “and the problem shall resolve itself. Don’t fret
about it.”
Mardat’s consorts may have inexhaustible faith in
her; I do not. They may keep me under watch day and
night, but they are only people and must slip up
eventually, especially in circumstances like this. The
fact of Mardat’s shape may be inescapable, but a way
out must exist. The Garuda Legion may be used to
trampling down empires and eviscerating countries, yet
I am not another map they can redraw.
In the middle of one night I wake up to the gauntlet
speaking to Nayuree. Zuruva is asleep on the bed’s
other side. I catch very little of Mardat’s speech, it is as
though my eyes and ears have been swaddled in gauze.
Something terrible will happen at the maze’s center:
I will be discarded like a husk.
The sorcerers are marshaled by greed—like I was—
though some have run away during the night, including
the shaman who was led astray. For a few, no amount of
riches suffices; for the rest, they are willing to risk all.
To entice them further, Nayuree distributes part of their
pay upfront, in coins and strings of jewelry. Jewelry—it
will not help them survive or armor them against mazespawn; nevertheless they line up for it, curl it around
their wrists and throats as though they might serve any
use in this forsaken beast-place. How they dream of an
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after. I dream of much less: the path behind us has
already closed, the maze healing itself.
At the front, I ride as figurehead, Nayuree and
Zuruva flanking me on their own metalwork mounts.
For the moment Mardat is dormant and my mouth, my
voice, remains my own: she must have exhausted
herself with those secret conferences while I slept. I
wonder what they’d do if I shout to the hired help and
reveal that they’re being led to their deaths. Probably I
won’t get even that many words out. I try to think of the
future but that peters out quickly. My body, most likely,
will become Mardat’s entire—I’ll either perish within
my own flesh, be forced out as a rootless ghost, or I’ll
always be conscious as she makes a puppet of me.
“Doesn’t it bother you?” I ask as we make our way,
my voice low so the troops behind us will not hear.
“Doesn’t what bother us?” This from Nayuree. Ey
spins a loop of silver light between eir fingers.
“I’ve done nothing to you and yours. I understand
vindictiveness. I understand malice. But to do to me as
you’ve—”
Zuruva makes a little huff. “I didn’t realize I
was that poor in bed.”
“I don’t think that’s what she means,” Nayuree says
blandly. The light whirls faster. “There’s no need to be a
child about it, Sayida. No harm will come to you. You
must think us such monsters. Keep your eyes ahead,
please, we have a ways to go yet.”
It is not informative. No harm will come to you may
well be true, insofar as they mean my body—which no
doubt their warlord needs. But before I can further
protest, or begin to formulate an escape, the maze’s
walls thin and its heart comes into view. Or at least it
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seems to be the heart, a mound of matter that breathes
and pushes in slow rhythm. Red sap oozes from its
whorled folds, and there is a constant buzz—a hundred
wasps in frantic concert—that emits from it even though
nothing in the area could have made such a noise.
Within this mass there is a small sliver of opening,
though I can’t see anything inside.
Zuruva calls the march to a halt. She dismounts, and
for half a second I think this is my chance, but then
Nayuree takes hold of my elbow. The silvery light pours
down my flank, curling around my ankles. “Come, my
lord,” ey says brightly. “We are here.”
I firm my jaw, tighten my mouth, and follow the two
of them.
I’d thought the labyrinth’s center would be the belly
of the beast, furnace-hot and grotesque, reeking of
butchery. Instead it is cool, almost bitterly so, and
smells of damp and soil. The buzz recedes behind us
and the ground slopes. Nayuree and Zuruva exchange
glances as we descend, their expressions taut with
unsaid things. It occurs to me that this is a goal they’ve
been pursuing for some time—years, a decade, more?
The realization of a long-time wish. Theirs, or
Mardat’s? Most likely hers.
No maze-spawn impedes us. The way in is
uneventful, even if the ground seethes with twitching
ligaments, and piscine eyes sometimes blink open in the
walls to watch us.
The path widens into an uneven chamber. At the
center of it stands a single low slab. On this slab lies a
young woman, blanched and thin to the point of
cadaverous. In life she must have been breathtaking and
vital, her bare arms corded with muscles, her calves like
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a runner’s. Russet cloth drapes her, covering her
midsection and thighs. She looks arranged, as a corpse
does under the attentions of a painter or a mortician. She
couldn’t have been older than fifteen when she died.
The gauntlet burns against my skin. Mardat, through
my mouth: “She’s here. She’s still here.”
“My lord.” Zuruva closes her fingers on the gauntlet.
“Yes.”
Nayuree has drawn something out of the air, strands
of radiance like cloth of gold. Ey spreads it, twists it,
weaving it into the outline of a person. “I still think
there’s another way, we could find it, we could marshal
greater workers of miracles and seers and
mathematicians. We could level this place. You don’t
have to do this.”
“The curse is a hungry thing.” The warlord’s voice is
soft. “A life for a life. We’ve deliberated over this for so
long. We’ve looked for every way, broken open a
hundred libraries, drawn out the entrails of a thousand
prophets to get at the truth. Now is the time. Sayida,
step close and put the gauntlet in Nayuree’s effigy. All
of it.”
The outline has grown nearly solid, brilliant, like
sunlight forced into shape. A window that looks out
from the reality of the cave’s darkness, its illumination
spilling liquid, incandescent.
“No,” I say. My throat is clogged. “I don’t think so.”
“I promised you power, wealth, women. Despite
everything I do keep my word. Do this and what you
have on loan will be yours in truth. Forever, or for as
long as you can keep this body in good health.”
“My lord,” Nayuree starts.
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“It’s the best out of a hundred worse possibilities. A
preservation of my likeness must do.” Mardat’s gauntlet
twitches, as if it longs to leap free of my arm. “Go on,
Sayida. It’s not every day a woman of little means has
the chance to best the Garuda Legion’s commander.”
And then I understand: a life for a life, but not mine.
When I plunge the gauntlet into the effigy of sungleam, I think it would be like plunging steel into fire.
But there’s hardly any sensation at all as the gauntlet
slips loose. For a moment it hovers within all that light,
and then the outline becomes something else—a figure
my height, or rather the height of my borrowed form.
Broadening shoulders, arms thickening into the muscles
honed through years of war-making, legs like tree
trunks. The creature glides to the woman on the slab and
lifts her as though she weighs nothing, and turns her
over to Zuruva’s arms.
It takes me half a minute to realize Zuruva is crying.
Nayuree is more stoic, tight-lipped, but eir eyes are hard
and bright. The golden figure—what is left of Mardat—
takes the woman’s place on the slab. Almost at once the
cave’s floor shifts, as in an earthquake, and the maze’s
cilia snake out from the walls. They race toward Mardat,
sinking into her and taking root. A mouth forms within
the gold and she says, one final word, “Go.”
There is no catastrophic fulmination. The cave does
not crumble. We leave at our own pace, in reverse
katabasis. In Zuruva’s arms, the young woman begins to
breathe.
The young woman’s name is Imseret Ashurri,
Mardat’s protégé and adopted daughter, lost to the
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labyrinth ten years ago. The one she has designated to
succeed her, should she fall. The one whose image lured
her from the safety of her camp and her troops, the maze
extending its trap to kill Mardat’s body. But the warlord
never acted without failsafes.
Imseret’s first words to me are furious: “You are not
Mardat.”
The gauntlet is gone but Mardat’s body and face
remain mine—her promise is kept, in the end. When we
left, the maze parted before us and everyone, even the
hired help, made it out unscathed. After that the maze
folded in on itself, walls of earth and stone and tissue
collapsing inward. It is sealed, now, and no more
treasure-hunters or sorcerers hungry for experiments
may approach or penetrate it. For the moment or
forever, I can’t tell which, though I can tell from
Imseret’s eyes that one day she will pierce it, eradicate
the curse entire, and bring back her adopted mother. No
trading this time. She will have both her life and the
warlord’s, clad in brilliance, and nothing less.
“I’m not Mardat,” I agree. “There’s not much I can
do about that.”
Imseret was sixteen when the labyrinth took her; her
time stopped in the interim. She has nightmares but she
will not tell me what about. I’m not sure she even tells
Zuruva or Nayuree, who call themselves her aunts.
Already they’re discussing that once Imseret has
recovered they will start looking for good matches, so
she may begin to form her own council of consorts.
We move out of the maze, away from Tumirah
Outpost, a great procession of metalwork mounts,
javelins, swords, shields. From the outside, the Garuda
Legion is the same as ever, an unassailable vector of
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martial might. I do not have time—and Zuruva and
Nayuree will not let me—to stop by and bid Odru
goodbye; to explain. As we turn toward the legion’s
home in the east I think, again, of leaving. The
warlord’s wives will not be vigilant forever. Even they
will slip up, falter, fall asleep. But something keeps me
here. Is it obligation? Not precisely. There’s a fire in
Imseret’s eyes that I want, despite myself, to nurture. I
owe Mardat nothing, but the young woman is an orphan,
and she deserves—what? The security I can provide by
looking like Mardat, and therefore I will maintain the
Garuda’s invulnerability.
I was a child freshly bereft, once. It is a remote sort
of common ground and one Imseret will hate hearing
about.
(It does not escape me that I may have been
ensorcelled to think this, that Mardat left a parting curse,
a final contingency plan. But I believe—wish to
believe—that this is all me, that I’ve been moved not by
any spell but by the act of sacrifice, the totality of what
Mardat did.)
“I’m staying,” I tell Zuruva one night after she’s
ridden and bruised me and made lightning course
through my blood: maybe that is it, Zuruva being the
chain and Mardat’s ghost the post to which I am
fettered, more than my altruism or fellow-feeling toward
another orphan. Or it is everything. The heart is a
complex machine.
She blinks down at me, a drop of her sweat running
down my cheek. “Good,” she says and bends to bite my
throat, and then goes on to prove once more that those
Mardat chose for wives are in possession of
preternatural stamina. She doesn’t ask my reasons.
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Maybe she’s not interested, maybe she already
understands the answer is nebulous, and we must all
make our own exegesis of the world.
I will return to Tumirah someday and tell Odru this
incredible story. But for now I have an army to lead,
even if it is not in my own name, and a young woman to
shield who will one day move the world and burn down
empires to get what she wants. For in the end the
warlord held up her end of the bargain, and if it is not
wealth or women that keep me here, then it is a sense of
purpose. A day will come when I leave, when I tire of
being another woman’s image, when I tire of striving in
work that has never been my inclination—when I want
more than this, when I desire the freedom of my former
life, when the matters of empire-cleaving and mountainshattering no longer carry me forward like a tide.
Until then.
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Four of us were on the shore getting ready to dive when
we heard the noise the first time. It was muffled, but still
really loud. It was big, starting somewhere out in the
deep, thrumming up through the soles of our feet and
thumping in our chests as we took our shallow
preparatory breaths.
We gasped almost as one, stared at each other with
wide eyes. “What was that?” asked Malena, almost
choking. They look at me, daughter of the captains all
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the way back to the first one, and I could only shrug. I
had my head cocked to see if there was anything else,
any noise surrounding it or after it that was smaller,
quieter, calmer, but there was nothing.
I shrugged. “It must’ve been from the reef.” It was
the only answer, really. I started the breathing again.
“You’re not still going down?” Chelsea hugged
herself, her arms all gooseflesh.
“Somebody needs to check it out.” Then I stopped
talking because it was messing me up, emotionally,
physically. Much like on Earth, we didn’t have the
ocean fully mapped and cataloged. Unlike Earth, we
didn’t have satellite data to estimate depths, currents,
temperatures. We only knew the ocean closest to us,
though year by year, we’d pushed out further, navigated
more. Sent out little sub drones, cobbled together with
what we had, that brought back data, or got lost and
didn’t. With no radio, it happened a lot.
“If you’re diving, somebody has to spot you,”
Malena said. I nodded. Yes, those were the rules, even
with floats and guide ropes to the reef. No matter
anybody’s personal records. Mistakes happened and
people died when you stopped acknowledging that you
had no control over luck, or fate, or chance. Whatever
you wanted to call it. “I will,” she said, after a long
hesitation, barely audible.
“No,” A.J. said before I could. “I will. You go back,
see if anybody else heard, and how it registered on the
instruments.”
Still silent, trying to get back into the zone, I signed
thank you and we started to wade in. It was shallow for
awhile, knee deep for fifty meters and then waist deep
and then to your chin before you knew it. That was
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where we paused and ducked under briefly, then floated
on our backs with our goggles and nose clips on, both
getting our breathing straight. A.J. was only going to
spot me, but they still had to be ready.
The sky was clear, deep orange. I thought about what
it would be like to be on Earth, looking up at the clear
blue sky. I could form the picture of it in my head, let
my eyes unfocus so I could almost see it, and when it
was unwavering in my mind’s eye was when I knew it
was the time to dive.
The first fifteen or so meters were the hardest,
fighting my own buoyancy, but there reached a point
where buoyancy was neutral, and either way could be
up or down. And just like on Earth, at forty meters, I
started to freefall. I followed the rope, not touching it
but keeping it in the corner of my eye, a bright flash like
the lights in the habitats.
We called it the reef, but mostly, it was the ship we
came here on, grown over. Enough time had passed that
with each generation, we grew more comfortable in the
atmosphere, grew able to dive deeper and deeper for
fish. The ship’s doors were beyond the depths we could
free dive, but there were lights on in the windows
sometimes. There were movements. A lot of our time,
maybe too much, was devoted to the ‘what if?’ of the
people who lived there. What they thought of their
surroundings. If anybody was still in cryo. By the time
the ship crashed, everybody awake had filled up all of
the escape pods, arrived on our alien shore, our new
home whether we liked it or not.
The cold salt water pressed in around me, and though
they said you probably couldn’t really feel your lungs
shrink from the pressure, I could feel it. If I let myself
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think about it. It was best to not let yourself think about
specific things, but try to just be aware of your
surroundings. No fish swam around me, unusual, but
that was a big scary noise. Most normal things would’ve
been chased off by that noise. I couldn’t see the lights
from the reef yet, and couldn’t see the light from the
surface anymore, really, and still I swam deeper. I
wasn’t technically the best of us, but I was the most
reckless. At least that’s what they always told me. And
I’d spent my whole life trying to reach that ship so I
guess they were right.
A few more strokes, and the reef was in view. Still
no fish, and there was a light I’d never seen before, red,
down deeper. We had the plans for the ship, knew what
it looked like, where there were windows, and I tried to
hold that picture in my mind. The windows were deeper
than I’d ever gone, but there was a red glow I’d never
before seen, and I kept going. The way everything
diffused in the water, it didn’t seem like it was getting
closer, it didn’t seem like I was making progress, and
then I was at the end of the line, at the deepest point
where it was secured with a metal bar, and I knew that
was 122 meters. I saw a window, blank and black,
hardly bigger than a person’s face. For the first time, I
left the rope, swam deeper. It was right there, just a little
further—
The noise happened again, maybe the loudest thing
I’d heard in my life, even before I’d damaged my ear
drums diving. I startled backwards, suppressed the
impulse to gasp, kicked upwards, before I stopped,
paused, looked. Time grew short.
I started up and a flicker caught my eye. That
window wasn’t blank anymore, but glowed the same
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white as our habitat lights. Shadows moved around, and
I realized people were there. I had no way to signal to
them, and it was pure luck that one peered out. We met
eyes, I swear we did, and I tried to think of something,
anything, but I had to go, I had to. I kicked up,
diaphragm starting to flutter, the endless ocean around
me, finding the line finally, following, following, my
diaphragm spasming. The longer I lasted, the closer I’d
be to the surface for A.J. to spot, A.J. with a bottle of
oxygen and a mask, a float to get me to shore.
Blacking out happened in freediving, and it was
different for each of us. Some people had pleasant
dreams, transported to Earth maybe, or other places not
yet known on this planet. I normally didn’t see anything
in particular, just had my thoughts dimmed away, like
covering a light. This time, though, I dreamed that
noise, long and sonorous and loud as a god, or a
mournful whale on Earth.
I woke with the sun-warmed sand cradling me, and
my face wet stiff with blood and dried salt water, thin
rescue blanket crackling on my stomach and chest. A.J.
pulled off my nose clips and wiped my face before
putting the oxygen mask on me, but the nosebleed
always lasted a little longer than that. My eyes took a
minute to focus, my hearing normalizing next, the sound
echoing in my memory, in my skull. I blinked, I
breathed slow and easy. I gave the okay signal, when I
felt like I could lift my arm, and A.J. squeezed my
shoulder. Soon, though, before the medic arrived and
before A.J. wanted me to, I felt well enough to sit up. “I
went deeper than the rope,” I said out loud, pulling the
mask off.
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“You shouldn’t have.” A.J. was forever the spotter,
the safety diver, never going more than about thirty
meters.
“It was so hard to see.” I thought again of the face.
Was it familiar? It could’ve been; we were all ship
descendants. We had pictures of the original passengers,
both awake and in cryo.
“Yeah, but what did you see?”
“The reef and ship. A red light. A face at one of the
windows.”
“When the noise happened again I thought…” A.J.
trailed off, not looking at me.
“It was the loudest thing I’ve ever heard in my life.
And I’m fine.”
“There’s our daredevil,” the medic said cheerfully,
coming down the beach behind us.
“Hi, Simone.”
“You seem like you’re feeling pretty chipper.” She
dropped her bag in the sand and pulled out the
stethoscope, the blood pressure cuff.
“I am. Just a regular blackout.” I flinched from the
bright light she shone in my eyes, normal, my blood
pressure was post-dive normal.
“No coughing blood?”
“No.” She looked to A.J. for confirmation, who
nodded.
“And your voice sounds alright. Nothing aches? No
sharp pains?”
“No. I don’t need the pressure chamber, I’m fine.” I
pulled off the rescue blanket, started to fold it. None of
the other divers were on the beach; they must have all
run home to tell. “Did we get measurements of the
noise? I think it’s an alarm. I think something is
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happening at the ship.” This should have been so urgent,
and there was nothing we could do.
“There wasn’t much of a seismic reading, anyway.”
Simone packed up, stood up. “How deep did you go?”
she asked, voice lighter, on-purpose casual.
“The end of the rope,” I said steadily. A.J. would
keep their mouth shut. Simone looked at me a moment
and shook her head a little.
“I couldn’t do it. I’m glad so many of you do.”
“Yeah you have plenty of study subjects.” I stood up
and stretched. We all walked back to the habitats
together, through the hardscrabble gardens, past the
greenhouses and the goat pens. The goats looked at us
with their split-pupiled eyes, huddled together chewing
their cud.
I imagined how it had probably felt, fleeing a ship
with a rapidly decaying attitude, hoping the escape pods
had everything necessary for survival, and then going
back for the goats. Herding them into one of the pods,
leaving the ship, landing. Goats weren’t exactly the
easiest things to get along with.
Our habitats were built from the escape pods, and the
main lab and medical facility were in a basalt cave with
a chimney to the sky, something volcanic once upon a
time, but we hadn’t found volcanic activity near to the
surface in all our time here, almost a hundred years.
Long enough that the first survivors were gone and the
first generations too.
I walked into the lab still dripping and my mother
appeared immediately to chase me out. “You know
better.”
“I dove during the noise,” I said. “What are we going
to do about it?”
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She stopped, looked past me, but I was the only one
who came to the lab. “Alone?”
“No, not alone, A.J. spotted me, nobody else dove.
They wouldn’t have been safe.”

Illustration © 2020, Fluffgar.

“And you were?” She put her hands on her hips.
“Of course I was. And Simone already checked me
out.”
“Somebody other than you needs to make that kind
of call.”
“A.J. was there,” I said again. “And I sent the others
to make sure you heard the noise.”
“We heard the noise. Your father is taking a boat and
crew for some readings.”
“I’ll go with him.”
“He’s already launching.” I’d started to turn, but the
way she paused made me stop and wait. “My best guess
is the ship is approaching final shutdown. Projections
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indicated how long their reactor would sustain
criticality, and that date is likely getting close.” Because
of the crash, we didn’t properly know the right Earthdate anymore, another item on the long list of what we’d
lost.
“But the people—” I stared at her. I thought of the
face at the window, the red light, the sonorous alarm
pressing into me even as all the water squeezed down.
“We have no good way to estimate the ship’s
population. We’ve never been able to establish
communication.” For once, I didn’t know what to think,
or to say. We knew how radios were supposed to work,
from the data store, but they didn’t work here.
“We have to….” I trailed off. We didn’t have a
submersible vessel. The pressure would kill them if they
tried to swim. Mom just watched me; she always knew
my thoughts, not because she was psychic but because I
was an open book to everybody who knew me, and I’ve
never met anybody who didn’t know me. Now I
wouldn’t. “We can’t just not do anything.”
Mom sighed. “Our resources are limited as it is.
Enough breaks down around here that we don’t have
replacements for. It’s a miracle that all this old tech
keeps going at all.”
“They must have something they can use. They have
to know that they’re going to die down there if they
don’t do something.”
“Things don’t just magically happen when people
say we need to do something.” Mom looked as tired as
I’d ever seen her.
“Did you know this was coming?”
“I’m familiar with the ship’s data. It’s one of the
things we do when we become ‘captain’.” She quirked
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her lips; she liked being in charge but didn’t like being
in charge. “You will too, if it’s you. If you don’t get
yourself killed.”
“Mom, I—”
“I know what you do. Give me a hug and then get
out of my lab.”
I wanted to press her for an estimate of how long
they had. Instead, I gave her a hug and got out of her
lab. She probably wouldn’t tell me anyway. I went and
showered, rubbing the salt out of my eyebrows. There
was a long period of, not silence, but time when the
alarm didn’t sound. I didn’t know what to do. I had
assigned tasks, of course. I could be doing any number
of things to perpetuate our survival, even without diving
for fish. There was always greenhouse work, weaving,
checking the desalination systems, even just visiting the
daycare so whoever was in charge could go pee.
I did none of those things. I grabbed a tablet, called
up the information about the ship’s reactor. We had
solar panels to power our generators, and batteries that I
didn’t quite grasp the mechanics of, but we didn’t have
any reactors and the science of it had slipped out of our
day to day understanding. I wondered if the people on
the ship were all just nuclear specialists at this point.
What they had was a molten thorium salt breeder
reactor, which mean it was supposed to go on
indefinitely, properly maintained. I scrolled to possible
faults, and found things like decay of containment, the
freezing of salts, and buildup of materials as things that
would cause failure. It was cold down there, and what
they had was what they brought, much like us. We had
natural resources now, some metals we’d been able to
roughly melt out of the stone, and bamboo from the
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grow kits in the escape pods, which gave us a lot of
building materials and fibers, but nothing that would be
useful for nuclear reactor upkeep.
Nothing that could get me to the bottom of the ocean
and save the people in the ship that brought us here.
Today was the deepest I’d gone, and I had a hard time
getting back.
I could almost hope that Mom was lying about the
radio, that the captains had always lied about the radios,
because a rescue situation was so hopeless that there
was just no point to listening to the voices in the deep.
Just no point in telling them about our tangerine lives,
our electrified night skies, our rain that fell like
clockwork, like the drawing of the shades in the
afternoon. No sense describing the iron-loam scent of
the earth and the sound of water droplets in the bamboo
thicket, long burst free of its containment. There wasn’t
any point in being cautious about invasive species. We
weren’t getting off this rock, not a single one of us.
But I’d accused her of that before, of lying about not
having communications, and she went through one of
the most complicated series of emotions I’d ever seen.
Genuine regret and grief, irritation that I’d think that,
resignation. And then she showed me the records, of the
tests, of what they tried right after the crash and as the
years went by. And she would never put our own people
in danger, letting them get in a boat without
communications if we could have them.
I found myself on the shore again without
consciously meaning to go there. I’d meant to stay
away, but Dad’s boat was coming in. He smiled when
he saw me, tired, distracted. “There’s my girl. Big dive
today?”
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“Who told you?” I gave his rough cheek a kiss.
“What kind of readings did you get?”
“Chelsea’s dad, and…” he paused, jaw tightening.
But secrets kept served no purpose, and he sighed and
went on. “There are people leaving the ship.”
“People leaving the ship?” I looked behind him, at
the little boat with the sonar equipment strapped down
in it. Chelsea’s dad was cycling down the equipment,
Malena’s mom shaking out the tarps, Jesse checking
over the boat one last time. “That doesn’t make sense,” I
said. “They can’t possibly—”
“We know. And we think they know too. But
whatever’s happening in their ship… the ocean floor
seemed like it was worth the risk.”
I wondered if it was my fault. Because somebody
saw me. Was it hope, or desperation, that made people
open those doors, try to step outside? I didn’t realize I
was crying until Dad hopped off the boat, waded the
few steps to shore, pulled me close. He didn’t say
anything, just rubbed my back and let me sob like a
little kid.
I stopped eventually, rubbed my eyes with the backs
of my hands, weirdly embarrassed. It was just Dad and
me on the beach now; the other two left discreetly. “I’m
sorry,” I said.
Dad kind of shrugged, tousled my short-cropped
hair. “I’m more worried that you don’t cry more,” he
joked.
“It doesn’t change anything.” I hated crying, hated
how it could just overtake me like a strong current. The
way it robbed me of my thoughts on land, like being in
the deep but without the serenity, the focus.
“No. But it’s like a personal release valve.”
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“I guess.” I’d never seen him cry. “So there is no
plan.”
“No.”
“We’re just going to hope it stops bothering us with
that noise soon.” I don’t know why I wanted to hurt
him; none of this was our fault. The urgency, the
helplessness.
He sighed and guided me up the beach, his arm
around my shoulders. In an Earth movie there would be
a lesson here, or he’d get me ice cream, or both. This
wasn’t how our lives were supposed to be. We were
supposed to have a larger population. More supplies.
Communication. What we had were goats and bamboo,
which almost took care of themselves. Dying tech that
limped along far past what its reasonable recycling date
would have been. A small enough population that we
kept close track of who slept with who, to keep our
genetics as diversified as possible for as long as we
could. Endless ocean, endless water, endless salt.
Sunsets that looked like the whole planet was burning
itself up. Constellations we had to name ourselves,
because our night sky was eternally far from Earth’s.
We sat in the sand and watched our sun go down,
bigger than Earth’s Sol but comparable. Maybe a little
closer. Two of the moons rose before Dad kissed me on
the top of the head, dusted himself up, and went home to
Mom. When the third moon peeked over the horizon
was when I made my decision.
A.J. came to the beach after I’d plundered the boat
for one of the big glow sticks, but before I’d shrugged
out of my clothes and waded in. “What are you doing?”
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“What does it look like?” We looked at each other in
the shimmering reflected moonlight. “I have to go back.
I have to see.”
“So you’re doing that now? At night and without
telling anybody?”
“I get that it isn’t the best decision I’ve ever made.” I
always had goggles and nose clips with me. If I didn’t,
I’d lose them forever, somewhere. Goats would eat
them, or toddlers. My clothes puddled around my feet.
“You’re goddamn right it isn’t.” A.J. went to the
storage bunker, rattled around for oxygen and
something else, came back and disrobed too.
“I’ll be careful,” I said.
“No you won’t. You’ll be you.” A.J. had an oxygen
bottle, and a coil of bamboo rope they were tying loops
onto the ends of. “I’m tying this onto a float, and I need
you to hold onto the other end. I know it isn’t long
enough, but it’s something.”
“Okay,” I said, nervous and grateful and all kinds of
other things I needed to clear from my head before I
went into the water. I wasn’t used to feeling nervous. I
was used to doing what I wanted to do, or thought I
needed to do.
I put my goggles and my nose clips on, waded in,
knee deep, hip deep, A.J. beside me, and we swam out
further than normal, past the buoy and the rope, closer
to the ship. We floated on our backs next to each other,
not touching. I cracked the glow stick and let it dangled
from my wrist on its loop. I thought about what it would
have been like to live on Earth, in houses with lawns.
With a blue sky. With people I didn’t know, on streets,
in cars, moving into the neighborhood. A school. It
seemed like I heard distant shouting, and with my luck,
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it was Mom angry that I was taking such a risk, diving
at night. But as deep as the reef is, there wasn’t much
light from the surface anyway, just cold and pressure,
and the ship’s lights. Just dark windows.
The noise sounded from the deep, rippling up my
spine, and it sounded almost inquisitive, like it was
inviting me in for a conversation. I dove.
Without the rope to my right, the glowstick was my
wavering constant. I fought away from the grasp of the
surface, my lungs full of air, so full, and gradually
shrinking down, hardening to protect themselves. There
were other shapes in the water, and I thought they were
fish, I thought the fish had come back. Then I realized
no, no those shapes were people, people from the ship
who had left out the doors we could never see, fleeing
the death throes of their home, taken by the current,
crushed in the water’s cold embrace. Some were going
to wash up, others were just going to wash away past
the distant horizon. We would never meet them, count
them, know their names.
I swam deeper, my slowing heart thumping in my
ears. The noise came again and I flinched and kept
swimming. The ocean closed its hand around me, and I
started to swim in freefall, the rope unwinding in my
hand, flowing up behind me. There were no fish.
There was a tug on my rope and I tried to ignore it.
A.J. getting worried, probably, or A.J. starting to see the
bodies too. There were so many bodies. I looked at none
of their faces, afraid I would recognize one as
somebody’s cousin. I was nowhere near my depth but I
was shaken and nervous, and too present in my head,
and I turned even before A.J. tugged on me again. The
way up was harder, and easier, than it should have been.
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I looked up and there were lights on the surface, and I
pushed away my thoughts, my worries, concentrated
only on swimming. Concentrated only on nothing, only
on the big blue sky on Earth, the big salty ocean around
me.
I broke the surface and signaled the Okay, waving
my glow stick for good measure, and Dad plucked me
out of the water like he was pulling fish from a tide
pool, dropped me in the bottom of the boat. I pulled off
my nose clips, my goggles, breathing the air, breathing.
Somebody handed me a towel, A.J., and I wiped my
face. Somebody pulled the wet coils of rope away from
me.
“What’s happening?” I asked, breathless. “Why’d
you pull on the rope?”
“Look,” A.J. said, and pointed.
On the shore, walking steadily and heavily out of the
waves, were two people in EVA suits. Pressurized suits,
probably the last ones they had left after all this time.
The rest of the settlement was on the beach to greet
them, these survivors from the deep, and once they were
on sand, water falling freely from them, one of them fell
to their hands and knees, while the other turned back
and looked out across the water.
I raised my hand in greeting, and they waved back.
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It was the year the fires raged in the south. We’d seen
the pictures in the newspapers for weeks, the horizons
made jagged by serrated curtains of flames, the forests
choked with smoke, the charred ruins of deserted
shantytowns. But when the ninth month drew near,
Father took his usual leave from the Bureau of
Extranational Affairs, supervised the packing of our
trunks, and trundled us off to the train station. We
hurtled down-country along the rails, just as if it were
any other year, except that heavy blinds covered the
windows of our car for the entire journey.
We arrived at the southern end of the line around
sunset, but only Grandfather was waiting for us. My
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younger brother and I exchanged glances silently.
Where were Uncle, Aunt, and our cousins? Was the
train from the east behind schedule? Father, unfazed,
greeted Grandfather with the traditional words and
presented Mother, my brother, and me. I felt as though
we were all specimens in a glass jar, isolated from the
crowd streaming past us on the platform. Without my
cousins, I felt ill-at-ease, as if part of me were missing.
No one spoke in the automobile on the way to the
house. I didn’t dare ask after the rest of the family, but
later I would learn that the Office of Transportation had
limited the number of trains to the fire-ravaged region,
reducing the schedules so drastically that the trains from
the north and east alternated days. Our cousins had
arrived a day before us and were waiting in the foyer
under the family flag for another subdued round of
formal greetings. My gaze met that of my favorite
cousin as our fathers reintroduced us, as if we hadn’t
exchanged letters all year. Mijara’s onyx eyes glinted
with delight and excitement, but my face felt so stiff that
I was sure I couldn’t have smiled, even if the occasion
had permitted it.
To the relief of all of us cousins, Grandfather led his
sons to his study while our mothers tiptoed off to the
kitchen to join Grandmother in directing the preparation
of the evening meal. It seems strange how often the
adults left us to our own devices and how after the
constricting rituals of reunion we were granted almost
complete freedom. Of course, we were forbidden to
open any doors to the outside world, but within our
prison, we could roam and explore to our hearts’
content, as long as we didn’t venture into any rooms
reserved for grownups.
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The five of us walked deeper into the ancestral
mansion. We reached the hall where the broad staircase
from the second story spilled down to a marble floor so
polished it looked wet. Here, Viksek took his leave.
Mijara’s older brother had lately spent the annual visits
in self-imposed solitude because he considered himself
too close to manhood to associate with us. As he
ascended the staircase, Mijara made a face at his
retreating back. Then, with a crooked smile, she linked
her arm with mine and dragged me down a corridor.
“Let’s play hide-and-seek in the statue room!” her
brother Nelo said, raising his voice now that we were far
out of the adults’ earshot.
Mijara and I indulgently followed the little boys to
the windowless hall where bronze busts of each
patriarch of the house were mounted on pedestals along
the walls. The clicking of our shoes on stone echoed
under the vaulted ceiling as we scattered in the museum
of our ancestors. I knew that Father, as the elder brother,
would inherit Grandfather’s mansion and position when
Grandfather became a bronze bust. And then Father
would also join this ghastly parade of disembodied
heads growing from half-formed chests. I shuddered to
think of it. But suddenly something new occurred to me.
My brother was next in line after Father.
Someday he would preside over the family home,
welcoming his offspring and their families each summer
with stiff ceremony. I couldn’t picture cherubic, longlashed Darmiv as an old and bearded man waiting
proudly at the train station. And I wouldn’t be around to
see him like that.
“Lost in thought as usual, Evleti?” Mijara peeked
around one of the glass cases in the middle of the hall.
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This one contained an ancient tablet carved with figures
about the harvest in our family’s fields long ago.
“It’s no good hiding behind statues and artifact
cases,” I said. “We’d be better off in the tapestry room.”
“Oh, the boys are young enough,” she said. It was
true; my brother crouched in the doorway, counting
aloud with his eyes scrunched up. A quick sweep of the
hall sufficed to spot Nelo’s dark curls crowning a bald
bronze head. “Besides, we don’t want to hide. It’s been
too long since we last saw each other.”
“Yes, it has,” I murmured, drawn to the glimmer in
her eyes that always made me feel dull beside her.
“What did you do all of yesterday and today?”
“Nothing! Waited for you. Grandfather wouldn’t
start school without all his students.”
“Oh. School.” During those summers away from the
city, we only exchanged one sort of lessons for another.
We spent as many hours shut in a reading room with
Grandfather as we did prowling the mansion.
“Did you forget?” Mijara said. “It’s just like any
other year, silly.”
I said nothing and followed her into the adjacent
room. This one was among the house’s finest: the wood
paneling on the walls was inlaid with nacre, stuffed wild
animals with glass eyes stood proudly about the room,
and double doors opened onto a balcony overlooking
the valley. That day, however, the doors were locked
and the shades somehow stuck shut. All the same, the
two of us caught a whiff of smoke as soon as we
entered, and the faintly acrid smell only grew more
noticeable as we wandered among the beasts.
“Smell that?” Mijara said, running her fingers down
an antelope’s back.
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“It must be coming from the kitchens,” I said. “Don’t
touch.”
“The kitchens are on the other side of the house,” she
said, ignoring my second remark. Inhaling theatrically,
she added, “That’s the smell of freedom.”
“Freedom?” I echoed. Mijara frequently came up
with this kind of outlandish pronouncement, and though
I expressed skepticism, I secretly wished to understand
the world the way she did.
“It seeps in from outside, cracking our impenetrable
fortress. I can smell the hills miles away.”
“The hills burning,” I said uneasily, watching her tug
at the doors to the balcony. They held fast.
“There’s nothing to do in here either,” she said,
sinking onto a rosewood stool. “How’s school? Still
winning all the prizes?”
“Not all of them,” I said, trying not to look too
pleased. “And you? Still causing the most trouble?”
“Very funny. I’ll make you do something exciting
yet, Evleti.”
Dinner was excruciating because it meant the two of
us couldn’t speak to each other for an hour. It was cruel
to impose this silence on us so soon after our reunion.
We had barely begun catching up, and now all we could
do was glance at each other across the table while eating
duck stewed in wine sauce. All the cousins, and our
mothers and Grandmother too, were expected to dine
without uttering a word unless directly addressed.
Viksek was old enough now that if he contributed a
sentence to the conversation here and there, no one
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glared at him. That summer he was even acknowledged
more than a few times.
No one spoke to us until dessert. Savoring the burnt
sugar flavor of caramelized fruit, I scarcely realized that
Grandfather was addressing us until I heard him
mention school.
“Lessons begin tomorrow immediately following
breakfast, in the library adjacent to my study,” he was
saying in his gravelly voice.
We nodded our understanding and waited to be
dismissed. In the corridor outside the dining room,
Mother caught me by the sleeve and whispered, “Some
nights the women will dine separately. Then we’ll be
able to talk.”
“Something to look forward to, at least,” Mijara said
as we headed to the bedroom we shared on the second
floor.
We found the windows shut and heavy winter
curtains drawn, but Mijara swept them aside without a
thought. I peered through the glass as eagerly as she, but
the night was a dense black. We had arrived in the
evening and eaten late.
“I thought we’d seen an orange glow on the hills at
least,” Mijara said, disappointed.
“It’s strange that the winter curtains have been left
up,” I said, fingering the material.
“Or put back up,” my cousin said darkly. “It’s like
on the train. I’m telling you, the government wants to
stop everyone in the south from looking outside.”
“If that were true, all the windows would be
blackened,” I said, crossing the room to begin
unpacking my clothes. “This is just Grandfather’s
doing.”
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“No matter,” Mijara said, cheerful once more. She
flopped onto her bed, flinging out her arms as if to
embrace the ceiling. “We’ll look out tomorrow.”
We didn’t have the chance to before breakfast, but
the disconcerting smell of smoke lingered in every
room, defying Grandfather’s authority. I couldn’t
understand how it had penetrated the whole mansion
and wondered if I was imagining it. After all, even if we
were in the south, hillside after hillside separated us
from the nearest fires. But Mijara claimed to smell the
smoke too.
Grandfather was waiting when we cousins trooped
into the library. It was shaped like a small amphitheater,
and bookshelves lined the circular wall, enclosing us
with the printed word. The five of us sat down at our
desks. Unlike in the schools we attended at home, boys
and girls shared this classroom, but Mijara and I sat
behind our brothers, higher in the amphitheater and
farther from Grandfather.
He did not teach us any of the subjects we studied at
our real schools, instead instructing us in more arcane
knowledge. All the most powerful families prided
themselves on the traditional education they provided
for their children. I didn’t know what was taught in
other families, but Grandfather focused on the grammar
of Kaludar, the history of the Jelmal family, and the
myths from before the memory of man.
That morning, Grandfather began with a riddle. It
was in Kaludar, a dead language dragged into each new
century by the priestly class and their wealthy patrons.
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When none of the boys, not even Viksek, spoke up, I
offered an answer.
Grandfather looked at me sharply, but I was
confident I was right, and after a moment he nodded.
From there he plunged into a review of Kaludar verb
families, occasionally calling on us to conjugate. Of the
five cousins, I had the most fluency in the language. My
secret was to construct each sentence mentally so I
could say it aloud without pausing to find a forgotten
word or correct a badly declined pronoun.
After an hour, Grandfather changed subjects without
warning and began telling the creation story. He
invariably recited it on the first day of lessons. Though
the myths belonged to a time disembodied from our
country’s history, they were still an integral part of the
national identity. They were told with the same Kaludar
words every time. By the year of the fires, I had
absorbed enough of the oral tales that I could anticipate
whole sentences with secret pleasure. Sometimes, when
no one could hear me, I would murmur bits of the myths
I knew. It was not allowed for me to do so, but I
couldn’t resist tapping into the stories’ primal power.
When Grandfather dismissed us, Mijara and the little
boys leaped from their desks while Viksek and I
followed with more dignity. Perhaps it was fitting, as we
were Grandfather’s best students. I thought my oldest
cousin was about to say something to me, but he only
gave me a hard stare, as if accusing me of having
shamed him with my superior memory.
After the midday meal, Mijara and I took refuge in a
cramped art studio buried deep in the mansion. It had
been Grandfather’s father’s sanctuary, and now we were
allowed to go in whenever we liked and even use the
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stacks of soft paper, the brushes, and the vast array of
paints. Mijara was more inclined towards drawing and
painting than I was, but the studio was one of the few
rooms in the house where I could breathe a sigh of
relief. No adult ever crossed its threshold, and the art
supplies insulated us from the regimented atmosphere
outside, where we constantly had to remember every
formula of respect.
“Look at these reds and oranges, Evleti,” Mijara
called from the paint cupboards. “Each shade fierier
than the last.”
“What are you going to paint?” I asked, unsure if I
wanted to hear the answer. She hadn’t yet sketched a
single line.
“What do you think? The fires, of course!” Mijara
poked her head out of the cupboard, her hair disheveled
and dried paint chips freckling her face.
“But you haven’t seen them!” I said, chilled at the
idea of painting nature’s destructive forces at all.
“Oh, I’ve seen pictures in the newspapers,” she said.
“And anyway, we’ll see out the windows before we
leave!”
“They aren’t that close to us,” I mumbled. Then,
with more spirit, I added, “People are dying because of
the fires, you know. Villages are burning to the ground.”
Mijara emerged again from the paints. “But those are
just Ker-Thav shantytowns, right?” Her lips formed a
bitter smile as unexpected as it was fleeting.
The next morning, Mijara woke me a good half hour
before we had to rise for breakfast.
“Now’s our chance, Evleti!”
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I rolled away from her, entangling myself in silken
sheets. “What? It’s too early!”
“Well, if you’re too lazy to get up, I’ll see out of this
prison before you do!”
“You’re welcome to,” I muttered, turning my head
away from the window so the flood of light wouldn’t
hurt my eyes.
I heard the swish of heavy fabric as Mijara slid the
curtains aside, then a small gasp. I cracked open my
eyes and discovered that the bedroom hadn’t brightened
noticeably.
“Come look,” said my cousin. It was her hushed tone
that persuaded me to rise.
We stood shoulder to shoulder, our faces pressed to
the glass. Below us, the wall of the mansion plunged
down one story to the scrubby earth, which itself fell
steeply away into a bowl-shaped valley. The land rose
again, forming gentle hills that extended as far as we
could see. Nearby, they were dry and brown, dotted
with strange vegetation unlike anything we had in the
north. In the distance, the hills were furred with trees,
and in at least four places, black smoke billowed up
from the earth.
“The sky,” Mijara said in awe. I tore my gaze from
those threatening spouts of smoke to take in the color of
the heavens, which portended disaster in its wrongness.
It wasn’t quite white and it wasn’t quite gray, and
towards the horizon it blushed a terrifying, bruised
orange.
“Look in the valley,” Mijara said.
The dramatic display in the hills had kept me from
noticing what had sprouted up practically at the foot of
the hill upon which Grandfather’s house stood. Dozens
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of crudely built houses, no more than huts, really,
huddled together in clusters. There were no streets, but I
could see bobbing heads moving through a maze of
paths between the houses.
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“A Ker-Thav shantytown,” I whispered. “It didn’t
exist last year.”
“No, it’s new all right,” Mijara said, excitement
replacing her grimness. “It’s a wonder Grandfather let
them settle here. But look at those colored cloths,
Evleti!”
Between their houses, the Ker-Thav had stretched
clotheslines laden with every kind of garment. Except it
looked as though the clothes had been hung to form the
most garish arrangement possible, and some of the
cloths flapping in the breeze seemed to be nothing but
rags in loud colors.
“What could that be for? Those clothes aren’t
drying,” I said.
“Maybe it’s just for decoration. It’s festive, isn’t it?”
Mijara said.
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“No Ker-Thav shantytown I’ve seen ever had
clotheslines like that,” I said.
“Maybe it’s a special occasion, then.” My cousin
shrugged and went to her dresser to pick out her clothes.
I lingered a moment before that landscape of smokeladen hills before drawing the curtains.
Grandfather moved lessons to the afternoon, so the
two of us spent the morning in the map room. To my
relief, Grandmother arranged for the women to eat lunch
in a parlor away from the dining room. Mijara and I
shared a richly upholstered divan and took lamb and
roast pepper sandwiches from a tiered serving dish. We
smiled at each other between bites, unable to get a word
in during Grandmother’s tirade about the kitchen
servants. Mijara, who never had much of an appetite,
soon finished eating and began prodding the curtains
behind us. I realized with a start that this room’s single
window looked out upon the same view as the one in
our bedroom. Disturbed, I nudged her, hoping she
would desist, but of course she didn’t.
“—came out of nowhere and has already premiered
an opera—Mijara, what are you doing?” Aunt said
sharply, a sandwich held halfway to her mouth.
“Just looking outside, Mother.” She had in fact just
found the break in the curtains and had stuck her head
through.
Aunt looked helplessly at Mother. “Why would
anyone wish to look at the squalor and desolation
outside when in a room such as this?”
There came an audible intake of breath from behind
the curtain. Then my cousin spoke with the same awe I
had heard in her voice that morning. “You must see
this.”
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Perhaps it was Mijara’s natural authority, or perhaps
it was that our elders were simply accustomed to doing
what they were told. In any case, Grandmother and our
mothers crowded around me as my cousin pulled aside
the curtain.
The landscape had changed from that morning. In the
distance, smoke had spilled over the hills, filling the
valleys with what looked like fallen clouds. Even the air
in our valley seemed thicker. The sky along the hilltops
glowed a ghastly, burning color that was reflected in the
blankets of smoke smothering the ground.
“What a sight!” Mother exclaimed. “Cover the
window. Curtains are drawn for a reason.”
“How peculiar!” Aunt said before Mijara obeyed.
“Why is the shantytown full of colored scraps of cloth?”
“They have some sort of heathen festival coming
up,” Grandmother said. “The hanging of clothes is part
of it.”
Aunt shuddered and returned to her seat, but Mijara
elbowed me and gave me a significant look.
Bewildered, I shook my head slightly, but she’d already
looked away.
That afternoon, before Grandfather could begin
lessons, my cousin leaped up from her seat and stood
beside her desk, waiting to be acknowledged. The
general astonishment was palpable. After a short pause,
Grandfather asked her what she wanted.
“Will you tell us about the festival the Ker-Thav are
preparing for in the valley?” she asked.
I feared it was a mistake to reveal that she had
looked out a window when it seemed clear that
everyone from the government on down wanted us to
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keep our eyes indoors. But Grandfather, his lined face
unreadable, agreed to tell us.
His voice had almost the same weight as when he
told the myths, but he spoke in our everyday language,
since there were no Kaludar words for this tale.
“Tomorrow night,” he began, “is the full moon, the
brightest full moon of the year, according to the KerThav. For them, it is the night of the Festival of Insults.”
I thought I heard a muffled snort from one of the
boys, but Grandfather ignored it and went on.
“The Ker-Thav believe that on this night, malicious
spirits rise out of the earth in clouds of smoke and rove
among the living. They try to hurt those who are dear to
the Ker-Thav, so to protect their friends and family, they
celebrate all night while hurling insults at one another.
If they hide their affection, the spirits will pass over
them.”
Now I distinctly heard someone whisper, “And do
they bless their enemies, so the spirits get them?” No
one ever dared speak when Grandfather was teaching.
But this was only a story about the Ker-Thav, hardly a
real lesson.
“The Ker-Thav also don grotesque masks for the
night and strew their shantytown with bright strips of
cloth, to disorient the spirits.”
“You say the spirits come in clouds of smoke,”
Mijara said. “But this year there is smoke in the valley.”
“I suspect this year’s festival will be suffused with a
greater sense of urgency than is usual,” Grandfather
said. Then he shifted effortlessly into the day’s lesson,
and all talk of the Ker-Thav ended.
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That night, Mijara was still pacing around the
bedroom long after I’d climbed into bed. Her agitation
was beginning to banish my sleepiness, and I wasn’t
about to thank her for it.
“Aren’t you surprised Grandfather knew all that
about the Ker-Thav?” she said, striding past the foot of
my bed. “Maybe he isn’t as stuck in this house as I
thought. It gives one hope, doesn’t it? Maybe it’s not
just Jelmal first, country next, everyone else, never.”
“I don’t know,” I said. “I doubt Grandfather cares
about the Ker-Thav. I’m sure he wants to know the
customs of a people who’ve built a shantytown on his
doorstep. Gathering information on foreigners is part of
what Father does at the Bureau, you know.”
“The Bureau!” Mijara scoffed. “Sometimes, Evleti, I
wonder why I have to be an official’s wife instead of an
official, and then I realize I wouldn’t even want to work
for the government!”
Her spirit kindled my own bottled-up resentment at
the narrowness of the path open to me, but unlike her I
didn’t want to stir up my feelings. I rolled over, closed
my eyes, and began murmuring the words of a myth like
a quiet prayer. I’d forgotten Mijara’s sharp ears.
“What’s that? Not the story of how man got fire?”
she said.
“It’s nothing.”
“How appropriate for this summer.” There was a
hysterical edge to her voice that had nothing to do with
my muttering. “But why speak so softly?”
“Mijara, it’s time to—”
“—and at dusk, the dying sun filled the sky with
colors that held the promise of fire for man!” she said,
almost shouting, in Kaludar.
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“What are you doing? Someone will hear you!” I
was stunned by her boldness, and by the fact that she
knew the myth as well as I.
“No, they won’t. Ours is the only bedroom in this
wing.”
“Please don’t do it again. You know only men can
recite the myths.”
“You were doing it,” Mijara said stubbornly.
“In a whisper,” I countered, my face heating.
She clenched her fists and took off again across the
room. “I’m sick of this. Of constantly watching my
tongue. Of living in this gilded prison. I’m stuck in this
country. Stuck as a girl.”
“Mijara…” I said weakly. “It’s all right.”
“That’s not true, Evleti. Why can’t you say what you
think?” She turned angrily away from me. Then she
stiffened, looked slowly back at me, and said, “I’ve got
it.”
“What?”
“We both need to get out of this place. Tomorrow
night we’ll sneak out into the valley and see the
festival.”
At first, I was too shocked to speak. When my cousin
gave no sign that she was joking, I said faintly, “You
mean go into the shantytown?”
“Why not? I’m sure the Ker-Thav are more
welcoming than the Jelmal family,” Mijara said,
suddenly cheerful now that her idea had taken hold.
“We’re not Ker-Thav. And how could we even get
out?”
“If we poke around in the kitchens, we’ll find a
servants’ door or something.”
“No, Mijara.”
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Breaking into a smile, she approached my bed, and I
knew that despite my better judgment, I would be out in
the valley the following night.
She masterminded our escape from the mansion
while I followed, drunk with dread and hardly aware of
how she was getting us out. The cool, smoke-laced air
of the summer night took me by surprise, and I emerged
from my stupor to see Mijara shoving a rock into place
to keep the door from closing. We waited a moment in
the shadow of our ancestral home, listening to the
joyous din rising from the lantern-studded shantytown
below.
Mijara seemed to be savoring freedom through every
sense, but finally she led the way down the treacherous
hillside. Pebbles skittered out from under our feet, but
clutching each other’s hands, we made it down
unscathed. Now I could make out individual shouts in
the hubbub and see masked children darting between the
houses.
“Are you sure about this?” I said.
“I’ve never been surer in my life.”
We drew nearer, pulled into the shantytown’s orbit.
The air appeared slightly foggy, and I fought back
panic, fearing the fires were just over the next hill. The
closer we got, the more dizzying was the swirl of color
and light amidst the shacks. Suddenly, we were in the
thick of it: two Jelmal cousins in a sea of strangers. The
Ker-Thav had hair as black as ours, but it hung thick
and straight, and their skin under the grime was lighter
than ours, almost sallow. That night, of course,
everyone wore hideous masks with sneering mouths and
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animal features. The faces surrounded me, disembodied
and moving too quickly for me to take in any one for
more than a second.
I grabbed hold of Mijara’s hand as the crowd shunted
us through a forest of clothes hanging from the sky. The
air grew even hazier as we moved into the center of the
village. The smell of cooking oil and rotten waste was
mixed in with the irritating smoke, and I coughed
frequently as my cousin pulled me along.
When a swinging red skirt slapped me in the face,
covering my mouth and nose, I cried out and lost
Mijara’s hand. Terrified, I batted the fabric away and
found her accepting a meat skewer from a young boy.
“Try some?” she shouted. I shook my head
vigorously. The meat could have been from any organ
from any animal, and it was crusted with blackened
spices that hardly looked appetizing.
Before I knew it, Mijara had obtained masks for us
and had put on one, an awful combination of tiger and
lizard.
“Don’t, please,” I called over the noise. “I can’t
recognize you.”
She just laughed and tried to force me to put the
other one on. I knocked it away and reached for her
hand again.
“It’s the Festival of Insults! Come on, Evleti, don’t
let the spirits get us. You’re a…a lemon-faced crow!”
“Stop it! Let’s go back!” I screamed at her.
“You have to insult me, or they’ll take me away
forever,” Mijara said. I couldn’t understand how I heard
all her words but she none of mine.
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Suddenly, something broke cleanly inside me, and I
felt a bitter surge of fury. “Fine! You selfish,
irresponsible, foolish, careless, childish—”
I never reached a suitable noun because the KerThav throng began sweeping us along, Mijara faster
than me. Unable to grasp any part of her or her clothing,
I pressed desperately forward, keeping the awful stripes
of her mask in sight. As the shouting, whipping rags,
and strange smells began to meld into one frightening
barrage of the senses, I tuned in to an underlying music,
the ominous thumping of drums and the whine of a
stringed instrument. Ahead of me, I could only clearly
distinguish one thing: Mijara. Her mask still faced me,
and she seemed to be luring me onwards.
Beyond another curtain of gaudy cloths, through
another smokescreen… With a start, I realized the tiger
mask was gone. My skin turned icy despite the village’s
warmth. Certain that she couldn’t have gone far, I
fought my way forward. “Mijara!” I shouted, my throat
aching as the crush of people thrust me back into a
vortex of smoke and color. “Mijara!”
Time had no meaning as I wandered the shantytown.
At first, I expected to find my cousin around every
corner, but soon I began to believe the shantytown had
swallowed her up. I was deaf to the cacophony of
insults, blind to the bizarre street dances. I tore through
that shantytown, calling till my voice left me. I might
never have returned to the house, except that two KerThav women eventually noticed the stranger in their
midst and guided me to the edge of the village, pointing
up at the mansion and speaking kindly to me in an alien
tongue.
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I stumbled up the hill, through the kitchen door, and
back to my own bedroom. There I discovered my hair
was knotted, my clothes filthy, and my skin filmed with
dirt. In the dead of night, I hid my ruined clothes,
bathed, washed my hair, and crawled into bed, praying
that Mijara would be back by morning. I had left the
stone wedged in the kitchen door.
I slept fitfully and rose again just after dawn. I was
still alone in the bedroom. Sick with terror, I presented
myself in the dining room for breakfast as usual.
“Where is Mijara?” Grandfather said before I could
sit down.
A whirlwind of possible replies flew through my
mind, but I couldn’t face admitting what we had done.
And so the only answer left to me was, “I don’t know.”
This sufficed for several hours, but when an
exhaustive search of the mansion yielded nothing, I
sensed the tension escalating. I was again questioned,
but they could get little out of me. When a servant
brought word that a kitchen door had been left ajar, the
cousins’ lessons were called off, and Grandfather left
his fortress to direct a search party in the nearby hills.
By now, Uncle and Aunt were in a frenzy, but I avoided
any confrontations by hiding out in various rooms.
The evening meal passed dismally. I knew that if
Mijara returned she would face the wrath of the entire
family, but I now feared that I would never see my
cousin again. I retired immediately after dinner and sat
in the lonely bedroom, trying to read.
That night was the first time I had prepared for bed
in that house without Mijara. It felt wrong, because
being at Grandfather’s had always meant living as
Mijara’s sister. I stayed awake in the dark a long time,
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weighed down with guilt for having lost her in the
crowd, for not having stopped her from going.
Eventually I sank into a raging sea of dreams.
I woke with a start in the pitch black, my screams
echoing under the high ceiling and their sensation still
fresh in my throat. I cast aside the sheets and sat up,
struggling to catch my breath. The emptiness of the
room extended in my imagination to the whole mansion.
No one had heard my cries. No one came running to see
what the matter was. I was utterly alone in my torment.
The walls pressed in on me, and I flung my head back
on the pillow, deeply afraid.
The next morning, I didn’t get up. People and sounds
floated past me in a strange fog, and once I heard an
unfamiliar voice remarking on my high fever. The
illness passed in a few days, but then the National Army
came and announced that the fires were spreading over
the hills and that we would have to evacuate. Our
summer in the south was cut short, and I returned home
on the train, wrapped in a blanket. The search for Mijara
was over.
The year of the fires remains the clearest in my
memory. Naturally, I returned to the house, every
summer, and never again did we have to leave early. As
I neared the end of my schooling and the time when I
would leave the Jelmal family forever, I realized that I
could not forsake Mijara. I could never stop returning to
the mansion on the hill. And so I chose my own
freedom, another way. I never married.
Now I spend the year in a cramped apartment in the
city, visiting libraries to study massive dictionaries,
histories, and bestiaries. I am a scholar, shamefully
dependent on my birth family. Each summer, I take the
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train south to the house where Father is now head of the
Jelmals, and on the night of the full moon, I find a way
out and descend into the valley. I walk among the now
abandoned shanties of the Ker-Thav, listening to the
silence and the memories of shouted insults and
unrelenting drumbeats. Then I climb the hill once more,
a bitter taste in my mouth, reflecting that though I have
chosen a path few women take, I never had Mijara’s
courage.

An earlier version of this story with the title ‘Parvana’s
Freedom’, was published in 2008 in Images, a student
literary magazine of Edina High School in Edina, MN.
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Fog clouds my eyes even though the air is clear. Icy
wind tears through my skin even though the night is
warm. The ground beneath me spins even though the
concrete is stable as can be. My heart though, my heart
is just as damaged as it feels. It thuds in my chest in
uneven bursts, pushing against bruised ribs (a shove that
Alex swore wasn’t meant to hurt, a careless elbow while
watching a movie, a crushing hug that should have felt
safe) and sending pulses of pain through my chest.
I can’t do anything other than try to keep going,
trying to outpace my thoughts. Everything that was at
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Alex’s apartment can be replaced, and I know I
shouldn’t go back there. It doesn’t matter that half of me
wants to turn around right now and say that I didn’t
mean it. It doesn’t matter that I feel like something vital
has been carved out of my heart. It doesn’t.
One foot in front of the other, keep going, don’t
think about the good times. Focus on the little things,
like the leaves under my feet and the sound of footsteps.
Footsteps?
When a hand clamps down on my shoulder I almost
think that it’s Alex, come to drag me back home. My
eyes land on a rough hand covered in calluses and
quickly discard the thought. The rest of my body
doesn’t get the message and locks up, holding me still
while the man behind me hisses, “Wallet, now.”
I wish I could move, lash out, do anything at all, but
my limbs refuse to move. Anger coils through me like a
snake, demanding that I do something, but I can’t even
muster up a twitch. The snake has nowhere to go,
trapped and writhing as I stand as still and fragile as a
spire of ice. If I could move just a bit, anything to break
the stasis, then maybe the snake would settle.
I can’t move though, and the man behind me growls
as he barks, “Wallet, now! Don’t make me hurt you!” I
can’t stop a laugh from pushing through my throat and
breaking out of my mouth at that. It’s more hysterical
than actual amusement, but apparently the man can’t
tell.
“That’s it!” The man spins me around and throws me
to the ground, cracking my head against the concrete.
My vision blurs even more, keeping me from seeing the
man’s face. Instead, I see Alex, hovering over me after
I’ve tripped (again, even though the bruises from last
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time are still fresh). A foot knocks into my side and
finally forces me to move, even if it’s just to curl up
around the ache. “Hmph, pathe—Wait, what?”
I want to look and see what’s caused my attacker’s
surprise, but my body once more refuses to move. The
snake roars against my rib cage, twisting and hissing as
I shake. The dull roar that started back at Alex’s
apartment finally starts to drown out all other sounds,
even the man’s cry as something knocks him away from
me.
The roar and the snake fight each other, both of them
trying to take over, and my body shakes with the strain
of containing them. It feels like I’m coming apart at the
seams.
I don’t know how long it takes me to snap out of it. It
could have been hours, it could have been seconds, but
however long it was is enough for my bruises to stop
stinging so badly.
As I start to uncurl the world around me fades back
into view. Red hits my eyes first, sliding across my arm
and onto the ground. Gray comes next, both the cold
gray of the sidewalk and the once-warm face of the man
who mugged me.
I probably should be worried about that. Whoever
killed him probably won’t mind if something happens to
me. All of this “probably” means jackshit if I can’t even
muster up the energy to roll over though.
One try, two tries, and I finally manage to roll onto
my back. For a moment I think my eyes still aren’t
working right, because there’s no way that the hazy
shape hanging over me is truly as grotesque as it seems.
The shape moves, slit eyes slowly blinking, and
heavy head cocking.
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If the roar had fully taken over I could have
screamed loud enough to draw help. If the snake had
taken over fully I could have lashed out.
Neither of them can wrest control from the other.
Instead I lay silent on the pavement, waiting for
whatever is hovering above me to cut me to match the
mugger. The creature reaches out with a claw, tracing
my lips with one sharp tip. In a moment the snake lashes
out, sending my hand up and knocking the claw away.
The creature rears back, its head tilting even farther as it
blinks.
It’s as if a switch has been flipped inside of me. The
snake sends life back into my legs and I scramble
backward, pushing myself away. My throat is still
frozen, my arms still heavy, but I’m moving again and
the snake is hissing in triumph. The creature starts to
crawl toward me, one step bringing it back over me. The
snake lashes out with my legs. The roar keeps them
from connecting with anything that might anger the
creature too much. My feet knock against a hard shell
and glance off. The creature takes another step and
bends down its head.
“Little woman, have you finally decided to fight
back? For a moment I believed you had given up.”
The creatures’ voice (if that is what the noise
echoing around my head is) sounds old, with a leathery
edge that wraps around me and dampens the roar in my
ears. The snake curls up and around my spine and sends
me wriggling back.
“Yes, you still wish to live. Do not forget that again,
little woman.”
Without another word the creature turns and stalks
into the woods, leaving me alone with the man’s body.
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The snake finally settles low in my gut and the roar
quiets. It still takes most of my strength to roll over and
push myself to my feet. I leave the man there in the
middle of the sidewalk and stumble towards what I hope
is home.
The next few weeks pass in a blur. A few days later
the radio spits out a report about how the police are still
accepting tips about whoever murdered a man in the
park. After that, I drive in silence. The days fall into a
hazy pattern, wake up, get dressed, delete the messages
Alex left overnight, get to my shift without crashing, go
home, eat the bare minimum to stop my stomach from
growling, shower if I remember to, slide into bed and
hope for peace.
By the end of the month I’m at the end of my rope.
Every time someone comes around the corner I flinch.
Every time I hear footsteps behind me I freeze. Every
voice sounds like Alex’s soft murmurs or the mugger’s
demands.
Simply put, I’m about to snap.
When Paul gets frustrated enough to say that I
shouldn’t be working I jump at the opportunity. I’m
going to be missing out on pay, but Alex was always the
one to insist we go out to nice places. Now that I’m
alone I don’t go out much, so a week or so of missed
work won’t make that much of a difference.
The first two days I don’t leave my apartment. I hide
away from the world and the people in it, distracting
myself from the noises outside with music and an
endless stream of videos. About fifty videos deep I fall
asleep on the keyboard, only to wake up to the dregs of
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some True Crime playlist. The narrator is droning on
about a string of missing women that were found in bits
and pieces, and something in me shatters.
The next thing I know I’m standing at the edge of the
park. Out of the corner of my eye I can make out a faint
stain that still hasn’t been scrubbed clean. The wind
whips my hair around and stings my eyes, drowning out
the roar that’s plagued me since Alex. The snake pushes
at my legs, urging me forward.
The branches above me rustle, providing just enough
noise to silence the roar, and I step on to the grass.
Almost instantly the world around me erupts into
chaos. The wind howls, the trees shake, and the lights
from the street flicker and go out. The snake writhes in
joy, trampling the last remnants of the roar. The
shadows wrap around me like old friends and hide me
from anyone who might be watching. The rush of chaos
and sheer power that surrounds me should probably
terrify me, but after Alex and the mugger it just feels
like freedom.
“You’ve come back, little woman.”
The words wrap around me as surely as the shadows
do as the creature steps out from the trees. Its armored
form circles around me, just as curious as the last time it
saw me. “Have you come to plead for protection? For
me to kill your troubles as I killed the man?”
It’s tempting, oh so tempting, to say yes. To beg for
it to save me from the world. The snake climbs up my
throat and says “Just teach me how to fight, and I’ll
figure out the rest.”
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The world shakes with the creature’s glee. It dances
around me, shrieking “Good, good! You have made a
good choice, little woman! I cannot wait to see you
grow!” The snake inside of me seems just as joyful,
squirming and jostling my insides until there’s no room
for the roar to come back. I wonder, was the creature
once like me? Will there someday be people who swear
that they saw a creature with scaly skin and a voice that
promises freedom?
Ah, that’s a thought for another time. For now, I’m
content to feed the snake living in my skin.
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I moved around a lot when I was young, so I’ve had to
be a lot of things in my life.
My favourite was the adder, mostly because of the
way the scales looked on me. I was young and didn’t
have the disposable income for good goth fashion, so
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the black zigzag scales down my spine were a godsend.
I cut the backs of all my tops into plunging Vs and
basked in the attention the same way I’d started basking
in the sun until we moved again, further out into the
country this time, where there were enough adders to fill
their ecological niche and they didn’t need any help
from me.
All my scales flaked off within a week and I was left
with nothing but a wardrobe full of cut-up clothes that
were useless against the moortop winds. I saved a
handful of cast-off scales, but they must be long gone
now, lost in house moves.
I will say that the scales were the only good part. The
rest of it was catching mice and frogs when I could get
them and thinking about catching them when I couldn’t,
and it was as bad as it sounds.
I found myself yearning for the moors again when
the new wave of changes got too much for me, longing
for that place where I shed my snakeskin, where I was
never called on to be anything more than a human
teenager. It was worth living off tins and rice for the
foreseeable future for the literal body-quiet of living in
Kirksett.
I had to sell my car to afford the mortgage payments
and I was glad to do it. Walking would be good for me.
I filled my little garden with pots of lavender because it
was the only plant I could think of that would attract
bees, and as I brushed crumbs of soil from my hands I
tried not to think about the women in the city centre,
some hiding their compound eyes with sunglasses and
others wearing long, loose business-smart harem
trousers to hide the black fur and pollen sacs on their
thighs, picking through park flowerbeds and wading
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through roadside verges to dab sticky fingers on each
flower in turn.
The same cold dread frothed in my stomach at the
memory of them. The birdsong suddenly seemed too
quiet, the weather too warm, the garden too empty. I
couldn’t focus on work, my mind racing down other
tracks as I scrolled through listings of secondhand
clothes and read the same descriptions over and over. I
tried to sit at the sewing machine to distract myself with
my hands, but when the needle started jackhammering
through the fabric, all I could hear was the sound of
electricity obtained by mysterious, probably dirty,
means, vibrating accusingly up through my foot.
I left the house and ran into Mrs Chipchase who’d
worked in the Post Office before it was shut the other
year. We hardly even got through the hellos before she
started reminiscing, contrasting my teenage strops with
the competent adult I’ve become. Mortifyingly, she
even remembered my adder fashion, the “funny cut-up
clothes” I’d brought with me and then been forced to
wear because after the move we couldn’t afford a whole
new set of clothes after I’d mutilated all my perfectly
good ones for no reason.
I’d hated this village the first time we moved here,
and people remembered that about me when I came
back.
“We always thought you were a bit of a wrong ’un,
chick,” she said cheerfully, assuming wrongly that it
was so long ago it didn’t embarrass me anymore. “But
look at you now! We might have the next Vivienne
Westwood living in our midst!”
I knew she meant well, and to be honest I was
impressed that she knew who Vivienne Westwood was
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at all, so I smiled and patted her creaky old sheltie and
went on my way.
I walked up onto the moors until I couldn’t hear cars
anymore. I walked down bridle paths and public
footpaths and left all my mobile signal bars far behind.
Nameless becks cut through the hard ground and
nameless rocks showed their bare faces to the sun.
Clumps of plants I couldn’t identify attracted honeybees
and red-tailed bumblebees, tortoiseshells and painted
ladies, and I wished I knew what the plants were called
so I could grow some of my own.
At first, because we were young and vain and didn’t
get it, there was something enviable about a change,
something cool and funny and noble about it. You felt
like you were doing your bit to keep the world from
falling apart. You were jealous of the wolf people, the
polar bear people, the tiger people. Imagine having had
such exotic wildlife. Imagine having to take its place
when it was gone.
And then we grew up a bit, and it stopped snowing in
winter, and we stopped laughing up our sleeves at the
grey-feathered women with confused orange eyes
dropping painted stones in every bird’s nest they could
find because we couldn’t remember the last time we’d
heard a real cuckoo calling.
I walked until I reached a fence that I was sure
hadn’t been there when I’d lived here before. I
remember thinking that very clearly, and even being
annoyed about it. The height of hypocrisy, considering
I’d never made a habit of walking the moors. After
losing my adder scales in Kirksett I felt rejected by
nature, and out of spite and embarrassment decided that
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if this world was complete without me, then I wouldn’t
pollute it with my presence.
The fence was wire, with shiny silver squares and
triangles of mesh replacing stretches that had rusted or
been cut away by vandals. A heavy concrete slab
blocked a human-sized scrape underneath, the land
scooped smooth into a bare dry dip that was beginning
to grow back timid seedlings from disuse. Behind the
fence was a sign saying trespassers would be
prosecuted.
In front of the fence was the dull green public
footpath sign, indicating that it was 16 miles to
Pennerow and 3 miles back to Kirksett. It pointed
plaintively over the fence, where the grass was high and
unbroken. It was impossible to see where the path had
once continued.
Instead, pairs of resigned feet had turned away and
worn a faint track running parallel to the fence. I didn’t
follow it.
The summer was hot and I was throwing water on
my lavender and the strange little weeds that had sprung
up in my front garden when someone paused by the
garden wall.
“You fix clothes, do you?” he asked.
“Yep.” I made pocket money doing basic tailoring
and alterations for people in the village, those who were
no good at sewing or were too lazy or who just wanted
an excuse for human interaction. I enjoyed it for the
most part; the work was easy enough and I liked having
company. I liked sitting with a cup of tea in the kitchen
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and listening to them talk about their kids, their jobs,
their holidays.
“Do I need an appointment?”
I was waiting for a couple of shipments that I was
hoping to do some ambitious customisation on before
selling on, so I was at a bit of a loose end, between
projects. “Nope,” I said. “Bring your stuff round
whenever. I’ll be in all day.”
He looked surprised. “Now?”
I nodded nonchalantly, not sure whether I was
pleased to have something to do or annoyed at the
disruption to my day at such short notice.
“It’s just my jacket,” he said, and spun around to
show off a long tear in the back of it. It was a nice
jacket. It would feel good to fix.
“Bring it in,” I said. “I’ll put the kettle on.”
He wasn’t a familiar face, and for the first time I felt
like I was the one who belonged here, facing off against
an intruder. He looked around my messy house
suspiciously as he entered, and wiped his feet on the
mat. He was looking at me the way I was looking at
him, a quick, polite scan for fur or feathers, anything
inhuman.
He was fine, human eyes and human hands, though
his ears were lost in the nest of his hair. He couldn’t
have hidden a tail in the jeans he was wearing.
I held out a hand for his jacket and he shrugged it off
and handed it over. It was warm and heavy like
something alive. The tear went right the way through,
lining and all.
“Can you fix it?” he asked.
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I nodded. “It won’t be as good as new,” I warned.
“You’ll be able to tell.” But he was already waving the
words away. He didn’t care.
“Shall I put the kettle on?” he asked.
I twitched my head over to it. “Lid’s a bit fiddly.”
The water ran, soft stuff from one of the local
reservoirs, while I felt my way around the tear in his
jacket, let my mind spin unsupervised to find out how
best to fix it.
“You don’t have a car?”
I looked up to see him staring out of the window at
the blank space of road in front of the house. “Nope.”
“How do you get about?”
“Walk. I don’t need to go far.”
The kettle boiled as I went through my threads. I
wasn’t sure I had anything strong enough, let alone in
the right shade of rich brown.
“I tore it on a fence,” he said.
I made a sound to show I was listening. I had good
cordlike thread in white and for some reason lurid
green, bought specially for some long-ago project and
hardly used, but no brown.
“Up the moors,” he said.
I let slip just a glance, but he noticed.
“Aye, up where you were the other day.”
Back to the thread box. “Do you have any preference
for the colour?” I asked.
“What colour?”
“I haven’t got any matching thread.”
“What have you got?”
He poured the tea while I laid out the threads I did
have. As he picked up each bobbin in turn I wondered if
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he hadn’t found the mugs a bit too easily, without my
directions, if he didn’t know my kitchen a bit too well.
“I could get the right colour in, if you don’t mind
waiting a few days,” I said, but he was already shaking
his head again and frowning, making that swatting
motion with his hands as if even the fact that I’d offer
such a thing annoyed him.
“I like this purple,” he said, pointing to a thread I’d
got for some heavy-duty tailoring on a pregnant
bridesmaid’s dress. “Like the summer heather.”
“Nice, isn’t it?” Usually I’d chat a bit about what the
thread was made of, where I’d got it, why I had it, how
I’d liked working with it, but I didn’t think he deserved
it.
He reached into my thread box and pulled out a
spidery knot of gold wire thread. “What about this?”
“You can’t mend with that,” I said. “It’s not strong
enough.”
“What about summat decorative mebbe then? Fix it
with the purple and go over it with the gold. I heard
about this Japanese tradition where they fix cracks with
gold. Could you do summat like that?”
I could. It would look ridiculous, but it was what he
wanted so I settled in to start.
It could have been easy to like him. The tea in the
mug he put beside me—on a coaster—was well made,
and the little detail about fixing broken things with gold
would have endeared anyone else to me, not to mention
how easygoing he was being about the repairs, but he’d
enjoyed that little detail about seeing me up on the
moors. He’d wanted a reaction out of that.
“What were you doing on the fence?” I asked at last.
“Getting over it,” he replied.
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“What is that place up there?”
“The Northcott estate.”
“Are they allowed to cut off the footpath like that?”
I’d checked maps afterwards to make sure the signs
weren’t just out of date. They weren’t. The path was
listed as a public walkway.
“No,” he said. “But who’s going to stop them?”
Him and his torn jacket, presumably.
We grew up hearing about the last big wave of
changes in the mid-century, the great success story of
the clean-up of the local river. The upstream mines and
chemical plant had choked and poisoned the river so
well that even when the industry shut down you’d still
see unemployed miners and factory workers standing up
and down the length of it in heron-vigil. They followed
salmon paths up the splashing rapids in waders and
shimmering fishscale, or plucked dragonflies out of the
air with their bare hands, bare-footed too with their
falcon talons out. They showed us video at school,
grainy colour footage of these strange half-people who
were our grandfathers and great-uncles and third
cousins.
At Auntie Florence’s 80th, Uncle Ossie, deep in a
pint of stout, remarked that it was probably a good thing
they were all on the dole back then, because being the
river’s ecosystem was a full-time job and a half.
When they cleaned it up and the wildlife started
coming back, it was a sigh of relief for the area. No
more prising mussels off rocks or seal-splotched
mothers sneaking swims while the bairns built
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sandcastles. We were a note of triumph for the country
for once, something to be smug about.
Look, they said, we can rebalance nature.
There was no river to rally round this time. There
was nobody to point at or boycott, and no markers of
progress or degradation to judge our actions against. It
came from everywhere this time, stealthy and
unstoppable until every time you saw a bee or heard a
bird you’d start trying to convince yourself that maybe it
wasn’t that bad. Aware all the time that there’s a tipping
point somewhere and we won’t know where it is until
long after it’s too late.
The dead bee on the pavement in autumn might have
been our last chance as a species. The empty nests in the
trees might mean that soon we’ll all be itching with
pinfeathers on our necks and arms.
He sized me up easily. No car, no pets, no kids, all
my vegan food substitutes lined up in their brown
packets on my kitchen shelves, lavender and bags of
nuts and saucers of sugar water in the garden. He
guessed exactly who I was and why I’d come to
Kirksett, and he saw some kind of ally in me. As much
as he raised my hackles, I saw in him a kind of ally too,
a way to get something I wanted.
People did what people do when it came to the state
of the world. They broke it up into projects so they
could stand to look at it. Ours was the Northcott estate.
It was a grouse estate, its purpose to cultivate huge
flocks of plump game birds ready to be shot in droves
every hunting season. All their land was bent to this one
desire: that as many grouse be alive on it as possible.
They burnt the heather to keep up a steady supply of
succulent young shoots for the grouse to eat and put
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down poison for the stoats and foxes, who didn’t pay for
their access to the game. Birds of prey got similar
treatment—hen harrier nests sniffed out and the eggs
smashed, chicks killed, adult birds shot and poisoned.
I began to take nighttime walks and watches on the
moors. I saw my first hen harrier nest and got to know it
intimately. Unassuming to look at, just a heap of sticks
and leaves, from which plaintive chick calls would
emanate from time to time. I’d never have seen it if it
hadn’t been pointed out to me—I’d never have seen it
anyway out beyond the fence.
I was told that before the fence they’d probably have
used me to just walk around in the vicinity of the nest,
keep the groundskeepers on their best behaviour and let
them know they were being watched. After the fence
was put up, they couldn’t get away with soft tactics like
that.
I never saw anyone else on my watches. Mostly I
was just cold and trying not to fall asleep when I wasn’t
jumping at every noise, convinced I’d be caught. I
couldn’t take a torch or use my phone for fear of
attracting attention, so it was always too dark to see
whatever nocturnal animals were rustling through the
dry bracken.
I barely saw the birds, well-hidden and roosting in
their mossy nest. Even the ghost-pale male belonged so
utterly here that he became invisible. I just had to hope
that they were all there, two adults and five chicks. It
took a kind of faith to stay there all night, slowly
approaching something divine.
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I was filling my bird feeders when he came around,
jumpier than before, swinging an old tote bag with the
straps twisted around his knuckles like a boxer’s wraps
or an improvised weapon.
The words sprang to my lips and waited for
permission: I’m busy tonight. I was allowed a life. I was
allowed to choose ‘no’. But the words baulked.
“Satellite tags,” he said. “Gonna tag the chicks so we
don’t have to watch them constantly.” He shook the bag
and something clunked mutedly inside.
Of all my questions, “Where did you get them?”
came out first.
“Internet. We have to go during the day, while the
parents are out. While we still have the light.”
He never asked me if I wanted to go, we just went.
I’d never touched a bird before—even when I was
briefly a weasel, and my sharp pink hands twitched
whenever I saw a sparrow, I’d never actually caught
one. He never asked that either: do you have
experience? Do you know what you’re doing? Do you
have anything other than this vague unease to drive
you?
The harrier nest was a messy pile of sticks and leaves
in broad daylight. I tried to imagine the trust required to
leave my helpless children on the bare moor among
foxes and eagles and egg-loving adders and couldn’t. To
leave my children to be found by gamekeepers. What
heartless parent would choose to live here?
He threw me a pair of gardening gloves and showed
me brusquely how to handle the four angry chicks, still
fluffy and screeching, showing yellow stick legs and
yellow beaks, the black tips already hooked and
snagging on my gloves.
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I felt like a betrayer reaching into the nest and
hauling out each fat speckled chick in turn. I felt all that
dark motive behind me, the power to kill and destroy, to
steal what was not mine and I did not make. Nature
venting its unbodied predator urges through me, or my
own human ones? Impossible to tell from inside.
There was one tag left but no untagged chicks in the
nest.
“Were there not five?” I said.
“There are five,” he replied, though we could both
count and see with our own eyes what was in front of
us.
“I never saw anyone come out here,” I said to fend
him off. All those nocturnal sounds. A fox could have
crept in and taken a chick under my nose and I think we
both knew it. “What’s the survival rate for them?” I
asked.
“Not important. We know what happened.”
“We should go. And we don’t.” No human would
take a single chick when they could have the whole nest,
but he didn’t seem able to imagine anything but
humanity.
He was prowling around the nest mound like a fox
himself, kicking through the grass and tiny vivid
flowers, scuffing through leaves and stems.
I looked up at the sky for the parent birds. I scanned
the horizon and rolling dips in the ground for
gamekeepers. No grouse that I could see, for all that it
was a grouse moor, for all that every living thing here
was policed in accordance with the grouse. “We’ve
done what we came for.”
“Not all of it.”
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I suppose he was looking for a body, a sign of what
had happened, but my internal panic switch had tripped
and my body was flooded with every prey instinct I’d
ever been forced to host. Human paranoia gave my fear
reason and legitimacy.
My muscles jerked even though there was nothing to
be seen, hardly a wind to stir the gorse. “Let’s go.” My
jaw was so tense I could barely get the words out.
He gave up looking and we ran.
Stumbling into rabbit holes and tripping over hare
scrapes, life fled from us, seeds and grasshoppers
springing up from our feet. I was lagging behind, jolted
by every uneven step, when in front of me he curved
sharply away, leaping deerlike through the tangled
grass.
He told me later what had happened, though he
didn’t need to. I knew when he changed direction that
someone had blocked up our way in, and now we had to
hope for another way out.
I was hardly running anymore. My throat burned, my
muscles stiffened, my body streamed with sweat that did
nothing to put out those internal fires. I thought I saw
something. I thought I heard something. My tired legs
found some new reserve of energy and I staggered on,
my feet as dead and numb as pistons.
I missed my hare legs. My weasel agility. The badger
claws I could have used to dig myself a place to catch
my breath.
I didn’t see the fence until he dropped to the ground
and slid under it—I thought at first he’d fallen, been
shot, but my mind pieced it together as I went so that
when I finally got there I could follow him smoothly
enough. The hole wasn’t comfortably wide, and I might
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have thought it was a well-used animal hole if he hadn’t
known exactly where it was.
The fence sparked as I tugged myself free of the soilcrusted links, thinking about the tear in his jacket and
seeing the gold thread catch the sun. A clap like a
monstrous pigeon’s wings rang out.
The sound—the shot—spurred him to come skidding
back to grab me, first by empty sleeve and then harder,
uncomfortable, by the arm. His fingertips were as hard
as blunt claws.
We wouldn’t be able to use that gap under the fence
again, all that stealthy work spent in one moment of
desperation. But we wouldn’t need to.
It was a relief not to have to go out on the moors
anymore. For a few weeks I didn’t go any further than
the post office in the next village over, picking up boxes
of old clothes and fabric offcuts and sending parcels of
my own to every corner of the country.
I was ready to spend the rest of the summer working
on my garden and keeping to myself. I’d asked the
Scrimshaws at the greengrocers-cum-butchers, with the
little mobile phone repair counter at the back run by
their grandson, all about the moor plants that the insects
liked the best. They’d furnished me with an impossibly
long list of strange and evocative names, too many to
physically fit in the little bit of space allotted to me. Not
actually mine, at least not the garden itself. The house,
fine, but the land it was built on belonged to someone
else. Maybe whoever lived on the Northcott estate, like
a feudal lord and his tenant farmers. How much of my
garden was actually mine, in the end?
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I didn’t see him again for a while. He came around
once to show me that the tags were working. He showed
me on a map where the nest was, homing in on the
signal in the empty space. He had to zoom out again
quite a way to see the house the grouse moor belonged
to.
“How can they ever know where a single nest is in
all of that?” I asked.
He shrugged. “Hopefully they don’t, and the chicks
will hatch and fledge and find better territory.”
“How do they find the nests though?” I pressed.
“How do they manage to kill every last bird every
time?”
“Not every time,” he said. “But they always claim it
wasn’t them whenever you try to bring charges. They
say it was just a rogue gamekeeper, and they didn’t
know what was going on under their noses and can you
blame them with estates that big?”
I tried not to be surprised to hear him talking about
things within the confines of the law. Bringing charges
and doing all the paperwork. You’re not supposed to say
so but he never looked that type. “I thought ignorance
wasn’t meant to be an excuse when it comes to breaking
the law,” I said.
He fiddled with the map settings a bit more and
shrugged again.
“If you can’t keep your own land under your control
then it sounds like you shouldn’t be in charge of it,” I
said. “Sounds like you’re not a very competent manager
if your employees are all committing crimes.”
He’d heard it all before and thought it all before, but
it still grated on me when he didn’t respond, not even a
flicker of facial expression. He just moved around the
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map, all empty space except for a few lines of footpath,
a couple of local landmarks named. A rock formation
here, a stream cutting off a corner of the screen. I’d
never heard the names before, and they fell in that
narrow crack between quaint and unsettling, their names
full of syllables we code as amusing but which stand in
for old, dark things weathered by time and never meant
to be forced into written language.
“What does it even mean, to pretend to own land that
you can’t even control?” I demanded. “What’s the
point?”
He only looked at me, weary and a little sardonic,
because everyone already knew the answer to that.
Mr Scrimshaw was even friendlier than usual the
next time I went in for my rhubarb after taking his list of
moorland plants. “Hiya, Fangs,” he said when he saw
me, because everyone seemed condemned to remember
my teenage snake-self forever. “How are the flowers?
You’ll let me know if you need help.”
I smiled and said I would.
Mrs Scrimshaw apologised with a long-suffering
look and a “You know how he is.” I knew how he was,
how they all were. How whenever they looked at me
they saw a scowling half-grown adder-girl even now.
I just kept on smiling. It didn’t bother me, and I
enjoyed not letting it bother me.
“Here, I’ve got summat for you,” said Mr Scrimshaw
as he took the rhubarb off the scales. He brought two
seedling pots out from under the counter, one with a
damp shoot unfurling from the soil and the other a
mystery. “I got you some cuttings.”
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“Mr S!”
“I won’t hear it.” He pushed them into my hands.
“This one’s crowberry and this one’ll be dwarf cornel.
Put it in your wettest corner. You ever have any
questions about ’em, you give us a shout.”
“I will. Thank you!” Just like that, everything was
good. “What do I owe you?” I asked.
“Sew us on a button one day,” he said. “Or whatever
it is that you do. Here’s your rhubarb.”
“Thanks again, see you!”
“See you, Fangs.”
“Tom!” hissed Mrs Scrimshaw.
When the hot summer broke into sudden floods of
rain that pelted the cracked ground and beat the brown
grass flat, I just took my daydreams inside and sat with
them at the sewing machine. For once I was looking
forwards. I wasn’t missing things before they were
gone, and it was hard not to feel, later, that my lapse in
concentration wasn’t in some way to blame for what
happened. As though everything existed only as long as
I cared.
I brought my lavender pots in to keep them from
drowning in the torrential rain, and luckily Mr
Scrimshaw’s gifts were still on my windowsill while
they put down new roots to start their independent lives.
Everything else had to fend for itself.
Hardly anyone visited when the weather was like
this. People picked up things they’d left with me, but
those casual jobs, where people passing by thought they
may as well get those trousers hemmed while they were
out anyway, all dried up. I accepted it like I accepted the
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rain itself. Grant me the serenity to accept the things I
can’t change. This too shall pass.
When he came hammering at my door then, a frantic
banging over the wall of rainfall, it’s fair to say it took
me by surprise.
All my peace of mind, every tiny step I’d taken
towards contentment, was undone, like a jumper
unravelled by a yank on a thread. My guard was up
before he even came in, wiping his feet ineffectively on
the mat and dripping all over the tiles.
I hadn’t expected to see him until the chicks fledged
and we could follow their first flights with the satellite
tags, but he didn’t look excited. He slipped out of his
jacket and let it fall to the floor.
“They’ve vanished,” he said. “There’s no signal.”
“Are the tags broken?”
He sat down at my table. “I have to check.”
“Where did you get those tags from?” I asked him,
but I got the computer anyway.
“I told you.”
“You said ‘off the internet’. Have you ever even
done this before? What if you got scammed? How much
were they?”
“What would you know about it?”
“Nothing,” I said, “as we both know. What
do you know about it?”
“They don’t just break,” he muttered.
Running together from gamekeepers with guns
wasn’t enough for me to earn his trust, or to earn access
to whoever he was protecting. The idea that he didn’t
trust me was so absurd that I left him with the computer
to nurse my anger. He was working with someone else
and I wasn’t important enough to know about it.
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He swore to himself in my kitchen, and thumped my
table with his fist, which had me back in there like a
shot, indignant.
“They’ve found the nest,” he said. “They’ve killed
the chicks. All those tags don’t stop working at once
unless someone breaks them.”
I knew better than to ask how to prove it.
“We have to get in there,” he said.
“How?” I asked him. “The fence—”
“Fuck all that. No more digging. We’re past that. In,
find them, out. Before they know what’s coming.”
“Find what? Even if they left the tags lying around—
”
“Not the tags. Them. Who did it.”
He was in my kitchen and I couldn’t get him out.
He’d been in here too long. Put down roots. It would
take work to get him out now.
I was still thinking about him and the door and how
to get one to meet the other, coming up with excuses,
considering places I could crash until he lost interest and
stopped coming around, when he spoke again. “You
won’t need to actually shoot the gun,” he said. “It’ll be
fine.”
Breaking things is easy. You only need to do it once.
Losing things forever is the work of a second. It
takes no skill. Maintaining things, guarding them,
protecting them, that takes forever, and luck, and effort.
You need to protect something over and over and over
again, and never slip once. I can understand why he
wanted to turn the tables. The gamekeepers had their
own guard duties, after all, and if we were the ones
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doing the breaking, then maybe it was the only way
we’d ever win.
I’d never used wire cutters before, and to be honest it
was easy when we were flashing our torches around in
the heavy rain and not caring about the noise and light
we made. He said we wanted to attract their attention
and show them we weren’t afraid of them. I went along
with it and hoped he was right.
I didn’t miss the low-level fear of my nighttime
watches after fitting the chicks with tags. Some people
might have. Some people might have got used to the
thrill and come to enjoy it. Not me. Being out here
again, actively trying to lure that threat, was almost
unbearable. The gun he’d given me didn’t help. It
wasn’t a safety measure; it was just a guaranteed
escalation of whatever would come.
And it came.
We were through the fence, a big hole cut in it and
the mesh rolled back to flap stiffly in the wind, right in
front of the public footpath sign like an invitation to the
villagers to come and enjoy what was legally their right.
The nest was empty, not even the parents there that
night. The sticks and moss were scattered. The sodden
mound had lost its shape. Someone else might not have
noticed the difference, but I knew the nest best at night,
and I could tell. The rain tapped on the leaves as if to
say, Look, look, look.
“Someone’s been here,” he said.
They were still there.
A burst of static and metallic rasp voice over the
rain.
I dropped my torch and striped everything with grass
shadows. I didn’t think about the gun. The gun had
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flown straight out of my mind. There was no cover to
run for. I had no idea where they came from but there
was more than one this time, their faces covered by
shadow or fabric, I couldn’t tell. I wasn’t looking at
their faces. Big men, the kind you’d employ to be your
watchdogs when you couldn’t trust actual dogs, the kind
you’d ask to wring birds’ necks just because they might
get in your way.
No time to make a peep. I went down easily, a
pigeon hit by a peregrine stoop.
One of them had me by the arms, and when I
knocked against him my hip hit the gun under my
clothes and I backed away, remembering what it was in
a rush of panic and terrified that the slightest touch
would set it off. His grip tightened and he pulled me
back into him, off balance, which he then took as
aggression and gave me a good shaking for, cold water
in my face, down my back, up my legs, in my shoes,
finding the hot fragile parts of me at my wrists and
behind my knees.
Shaking me only made me stumble harder into him
when I tried to go limp, play dead, submit, so he shook
me more, so I reacted, so he grew angrier.
I couldn’t hear what they were saying. I was trying to
let him get it out of his system, whatever was in it, and I
was bruised and shaken, panting and sobbing and trying
to be quiet because men like that never liked to hear
you.
I thought they would eat us. I thought they would kill
us. They only phoned the police, and by the way they
enjoyed it I knew we had no chance.
Trespassing. Criminal damage. Something about
being armed and dangerous and illegal possession of
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weapons, which was where I had to start thinking of it
as a story I was being told about somebody else.
Something about threatening with a weapon as well. At
least he hadn’t fired it.
The men said to the police that they’d have to report
all of this to their employers and see if they wanted to
press charges.
We were allowed to go home but only driven back in
a police car. They weren’t going to let us go roaming
back over the flooded moor. They took the guns. I was
glad to give mine up, though it didn’t make me look
good to pull it seemingly out of thin air, when no one
knew I had one. Better to give it up voluntarily than
have it be found on me later. He glared at me out of his
black eye when he saw me obediently reaching for my
belt as they took his from him, as if we could have done
anything with it.
They dropped me off first, so I didn’t even get to see
where he lived.
The news spread fast around the village. Even when
the rain stopped and the sodden ground was left in peace
to absorb what it could of the flat brown puddles
glinting over it, no one came past my house. People
were busy as soon as they caught sight of me. They
remembered errands and places they had to be,
recognised faces in the distance. Mr Scrimshaw called
me by my name. Mrs Chipchase never mentioned
Vivienne Westwood again and I didn’t dare touch her
dog when it nosed around my ankles.
It was all shut off to me now, that community,
everything turned its back the way I thought it had the
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first time I’d come here, the way I’d turned my back on
it. My teenage sulks were justified at last.
I didn’t need to hear what they were saying about me
to know what it was. They’d thought I was a wrong ’un
and look—their gut feelings were right. It just went to
show what happened when people were given second
chances. Troublemakers from outside, people from Not
The Village who just weren’t brought up with the right
values.
And up on the estate they quietly continued their
work, bird by bird.
There’s a number of hen harriers that the moor
needs. No one knows what it is, but that number exists.
There’s a tipping point, and you never know you’ve
hit it until it’s too late.
It always takes a while to realise what’s happening.
It doesn’t matter how many times it’s happened to you
or how recently; it’s just never the first place your mind
goes. There are always more immediate things going on
in your life, things that appear bigger because they’re
closer.
I’m convinced that the stress of waiting for a court
date is messing with my health. I know stress can trigger
skin conditions, so I assume that’s what it is when I
begin to itch all down my neck and on the backs of my
arms. Even when the bumps appear all I think is that I
should go to the doctor if the rash doesn’t clear up on its
own, but at the same time I decide to put it off as long as
possible. Doctors and their waiting rooms are prime
gossip hunting grounds.
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If I hadn’t shut myself away I’d know by now, but as
things are it takes me until the tips of the first hard
feather sheaths erupt from my skin before I understand.
I know what the feathers will look like before I even
start picking the keratin covers off them. Brown, with a
fan of stiff feathers at the base of my spine with thick
dark bars across them, above and below. That’s why
they call the females ringtails.
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Wearing shoes becomes impossible, but my scaly
feet no longer feel the cold, and the yellow skin on them
is so hard that I could walk across glass unscathed.
The beak is the worst. I’ve never been a bird before
so I’m not ready. I fill my biggest bowls with water and
lap at it with a tongue that feels wrong, that I’m glad I
can’t see over my beak. I can’t eat anything in the
cupboards, but at least I can stay hydrated, the curtains
closed so no one can see me so monstrous. I can’t stop
touching this savage hook jutting from my face, but I
only dare brush it lightly, afraid that I’ll snap at my own
fingers. I don’t make a sound for days.
I understand why stories of the first changes, when
the first people on this island began to clear the forests,
have remained so stubbornly and powerfully in our
mythology. The elk skin people and bear skin people
and wolf skin people. And now us, all-skins, roving all
over the islands and sliding into new niches everywhere
we go in a paltry attempt to keep nature going.
It begins in the morning. Such things seem like
they’d be better suited to the dark, but hen harriers are
daytime hunters and so are we.
Hunger drives me outside at last. The feel of the
wind on my feathers makes me shift my posture to
avoid being ruffled. The village doesn’t interest me, the
roads and pavements and little gardens empty of what
I’m looking for. It’s on the moors where I’ll find what I
want.
There are others out here, wandering, as searching
and inchoate as me. Mrs Chipchase—no dog today—
and the Scrimshaws up on the moorside, him in ghost
pale feathers with long black primaries like fingers.
Their grandson too, smart and sleek and grotesque, a
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fine young bird-man. He fixes me with his amber eyes
and I turn fiercely away. The village cats are all silent
today, and where is Mrs Chipchase’s dog?
We clamber over drystone walls and wade through
rills and boggy ponds. The groan of frogs sharpens my
hunger but I hold back. A splash, a muddy splat, an
angry shriek. Frogs are nothing. I know where the good
stuff is.
They haven’t managed to replace the stretch of fence
that we cut away, hoping that our punishment will keep
people away until they can. My talons slice easily
through the warning tape they’ve used to cover up the
gap.
Every movement in the moor is seen and judged—
moving leaves, a mouse, a pipit fluttering from bush to
bush. Every sound is classified, food or not-food, but
I’m holding out for what I know is there, with my
human mind, using my harrier ears and eyes to find it. I
stay away from the nest. It feels like bad luck now. My
human mind knows to stay away from the raw meat left
out; too easy. Gamekeepers.
And then the sound I was waiting for, the red
grouse’s chut-chut-chut. Having never heard this sound
consciously before now, I run furiously in the direction
it’s coming from, and my beak is opening, and I’m
making an excited high-pitched stuttering sound.
Piercing, echoing, redoubled as the others take it up.
The whir of wings becomes a roar as the flock lifts from
beyond the crest of the ground. I give chase and the
harrier-people of the village follow. I see someone
throw themselves flat into the grouse and others kick out
with taloned feet, beaks snapping. I do the same,
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slashing through empty air. I feel their wind, I almost
feel their heat.
We don’t hunt like harriers do, but like human
beings, giving endless chase and tiring them, panicking
them until we can snatch the stragglers before they take
wing, picking up the birds which simply drop out of the
sky. They’re so small somehow. One of these will not
make a meal.
The bird in my hands is panting, beak open. It flaps
and scratches. This must be harder for bird-sized hen
harriers, without the luxury of my size and dextrous
hands, but I barely need to do any work. Stick my head
into the thrashing feathers, find purchase, pull, twist,
grip.
Mr Scrimshaw is throwing bits of grouse to Mrs
Scrimshaw over the heather, neat underarm lobs of
viscera that she catches and rips into. I am tearing off
clouds of downy feathers with my hands, several dead
grouse under my taloned feet already, held fast from
thieves. There’s a trick to hooking out the meat and
throwing your head back to swallow it. The light bones
splinter between the molars which remain at the back of
my mouth and litter the ground with gleaming wet
shards. The flock is long gone but we will eat our fill.
When the gamekeepers come, hobbling in their illfitting boots, their human expressions unreadable to my
raptor eyes, they’re carrying guns. They’re half bald,
feathers plucked. What few remain are chewed and
snapped, bent at alarming angles. They stop when they
see us, a safe distance away from the carnage of russet
feathers and bones. A shotgun falls to the ground. I drop
a clump of skin and bone and lift up another still-warm
bird in my taloned foot, feathered arms spread wide to
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hide the pride of my kills from these people who do not
deserve them.
We call at them, the rapid-fire hen harrier alarm call,
a cacophony of mocking laughter.
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Whistling Trees and Ironwood
Hester J. Rook
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Quiverful, her
limbs weave like casuarinas
endless and tensing, releasing—
a constant sway in the sky-topped breeze.
Song-struck and shifting,
twists of riverwater wend her
the sun a leaf-rimmed crown.
Down, here in the valley
I am laced with dustings of rain
my tongue thick with acacia,
wind taut through the bow of my lips.
I open myself up, and naked
in the mossdrunk canyon, I unfurl
so that only the land may see me breathe.
Spearing down my throat
the frost blooms new beginnings
clench and exhale until
every thought is fresh and new,
new and tree-coursed,
spring growth green, unfolding.
Above: my she-oak girl, everchanging
and earth-scent. My feet steady
deep in her needle soft banks
and I am tipped upward, cloud-turned;
I did not know the sense of endless limbs
til I reached to press my mouth to hers.
Sky-splayed
I am still tethered by twine of curl
by long-fingered hands
by the cry of honeyeaters, the fan
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of blue rosella feathers in my fist.
She exhales blooms against me
so my teeth become pollen-yellow
bulbs of blossom tucked under my tongue.
In this way I vow
suspended between dirt and air
I taste the mountain and
inhale
breathe deep its sweetsharp sigh.
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If trees were
poems this one
wouldn’t rhyme and
lost its rhythm
halfway through
stopped happening in the
middle of its story
it struggled dried and
straggled slowly died
not surrendering its
crown to time or

Oak Tree

wind or lightning-strike
but to sickness
of mine-effluent
livid orange swamping
this and others too
turned deadwood skeletons
until the reed-beds
cured their water
and only oak
slow-growing slow to die
crept back to life
misshapen shoots and
asymmetric foliage
to stand alone
tall whitened frame
wrapped round with
thickening life
a tableau of
Exuberance and Grief
it stands for you or
me or Earth or something
it resonates but still it
doesn’t rhyme
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Remember the first time you murdered someone?
(in a manner of speaking; the historical records
show you blameless as usual, as they always do,

Davian Aw

and any sharp-eyed detective scanning your log
would find nothing but a life of sinless piety
so pure as to make a nun guilty.)
You were so scared, then, that very first time,
so beholden still to whatever was left
of that moral code you once formed as a small child
huddled in your bedroom away from the storm,
hardly daring to grasp the breathless extent of your
powers,
and so afraid.
(The storm. The longest storm. You’d kept rewinding
to the start of that hour when the sky grew dark
and wild with wind and the heavens thundered
heavy with rain and with just a twitch of your mind,
the skies were clear and the storm began again.
A mundane test, to try yourself. But it felt
so powerful, conducting the skies, making the heavens
bend to your will, and it didn’t make sense
that you cried the whole time as the weight
of that secret sank deep in your bones.)
For good, you told yourself—swearing a promise
to that audience of one, feeling already
the spidery shroud of deepest loneliness
creeping over your terrified soul—
you would only use it for good.
You could go back. Never forward.
That’s how it worked, that one-way road
that kept you from exploring too far, too afraid
of what you might find at the end of your route,
too afraid of forgetting yourself.
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Short jumps, then. An hour. A week. A month
to relive a vacation, and then once more,
not wanting to go back to school.
A year was the longest you dared, as a child,
escaping the panic of deepening puberty,
weeping in relief at the time you had bought
to linger in a body that still felt like you.
It kept you sane when you finally gave in;
knowing you had a way out if you needed,
assuring yourself you were still in control
even as your body betrayed you.
Short jumps. You came to learn the hints
that things would turn bad, and take yourself back
just far enough so you’d be safe: that time
you’d misjudged when your parents would return
and didn’t have the time to unfix your appearance
and you fled back in time when they opened the door,
and broke down in your room, an hour before.
You were prepared this time. They never found out.
But still you were left with the sight of their faces:
that dawning realisation, the furious anger
seared into your memory, your secret memory
your time traveller’s memory, only for you,
and home never felt the same again.
The first time (the first choice),
you learnt how to move through the streets
like a ghost—invisible, untouchable, safe—
rewinding by seconds to cross the road,
to bend your head, duck round the corner,
like a secret dance, slurs fading to nothing,
the cruel eyes never turning your way,
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the impact of assault dissolving before
you even hit the wall; the bursts of anger
slipping off your skin like water from oil
as though they never happened
(you made sure they never did),
that only your time traveller’s memory remembered,
broken from pain that never would be.
But, we are here to talk about death.
The first one you caused, and all the ones after
that twisted your heart into a deeper darkness
that those around you would never know;
for that was the second life you lived
(the easiest choice, the hardest choice),
rewinding your way with dizzying speed
as your body became a stranger’s again
and the strangers became your family again
and you stopped, and your face was a child’s again,
innocent again in the eyes of the world.
And you crafted a life, a different life,
a perfect life with the strength of your powers
where you would be loved and lose no one,
and your body kept safe for keeping its secrets.
For you had to know how it could have been
(and no one would see the wounds on your arms
that you cut and uncut back to unbroken skin)
and your life was a tower, safe and immune
like a ghost—invisible, untouchable, safe
though it ravaged your soul, being friendly with
monsters
with people whose laughter once haunted your nights
indelible in nightmares and waking screams
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and laughing along when they joked about people
like you in the life that you never lived
anywhere but in memory, your time traveller’s memory
in scraps of imaginings, shadows of dreams
and you drank to get by, and rewound yourself sober,
and none of them ever suspected a thing.
The first time you shot him, it felt so good.
An explosion of relief from all those years.
But the surprise in his eyes hurt you somewhere deep
as the light from them faded and his body fell
still clutching the glass he had raised in friendship
and you waited for catharsis that never came;
nothing but the creeping bile in your throat
as the screams piled up and the people came
and you froze the moment and turned it back,
spinning the wheels of time back around
till your slate was clean and the dead lived again
and the light returned to his eyes, the smile to his mouth,
and you finished the toast with the ghost
and his murder existed only as a secret
in your cursed memory, your time traveller’s memory,
and you left for the night amidst jovial goodbyes.
You still do not know why you did it.
(because you could. because you could undo it.
because of the pain from a life that had never been.
because you were invincible, looking and living
like that, like you were no different from any of them.)
But no one would know. Nobody but you
with the stains on your memory, blood-stained memory,
time traveller’s memory, whispering condemnations,
driving you slowly, inexorably to hell.
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Then you did it again.
More senseless violence that others perhaps
might rush to defend: detailing your lives,
your struggles, your trauma, unyielding oppression;
and they might be right but also be wrong
and they didn’t see the tears in your eyes
as you kept taking life and giving it back
in a twisted compulsion, playing at godhood,
watching the victims fall and rise, fall and rise,
fall and rise, and move on, unknowing,
smiling at you standing there as you trembled
in the useless immensity of your power
and all of the things that you could change
and all of the things that you never could.
They invaded your nightmares—the ghosts of all
the ones you killed and lived to not know the tale—
and your mind spun slowly to madness, seeing them
alive on the streets, oblivious to you.
You moved through time in jerky starts
like a comforting rhythm, a memory of childhood,
skipping back every other second, and forward,
and backward, weaving a cage of temporal protection
that captured nobody but you.
And the rain in the sky went up and down
objects falling and rising, falling and rising
life folding, unfolding, again and again
anger turning to fists back to kindness to love
and the things that were stolen returned once again
save the innocence taken in a memory of selfsame
men who were your friends or who would be your
friends
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who were lovers and bullies, gentle and cruel,
compassionate and violent, monsters or angels,
the fate of their souls predicated on the choices
you made as a child: when to tell, when to run,
when to steal away with meds from secret dealings
or suffer through time and the probings of doctors;
who to tell, how to tell, inevitably determining
if they hurt you or loved you or choked you
or hugged you or laughed with you or at you
or yelled or cried or were killed and lived again,
and in the mirror your face has become a child’s again
but your eyes tell a story, a time traveller’s story
and the future spreads desperately far out before you
and you control everything and nothing at all
and you cannot wash out the blood on your hands,
the hands of a man or a woman or child
and there’s nowhere to run and there’s nowhen to hide
from the guilt on your heart and the stain on your soul
that nobody can see and nobody will know;
but the house is silent with the gathering storm.
And you are ten, wrapped up in blankets,
watching the darkening clouds move above.
The rain falls.
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Let me weave you a lesson
Learn from my women
Kneel and be silent
Observe the duality of war
And weaving, see the loom

Neith and Her Women

Notice the map, while the
Shuttle is thrown across
The linen thread
Watch my pendulum swing
Illuminating strategy, where
To attack—you already know
How to attack—show the same care
My women demonstrate when
They select the pattern for
Their weaving, nothing left
To chance—see in the corner
Of the room, my crocodiles
Sleeping—or are they?
No, they blink at every
Seventh fly of the shuttle
Hear them sigh as the thread
Is pressed down, as the map
Changes, spiraling in to show
A land, now a town, now a
Palace, hear them roar
Great tails snapping in time
With the pendulum, with the
Shuttle, with the murmured
Sighs of my women
Take the belt they have
Woven, memorize the map
Before it changes for the
Next petitioner and go
For we have work to do
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